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International Conference of Agricultural Economists, Mexico 1961 

rhu~~n 
Remarks by P. A. Reid on ~~C.... ij..,_.,J&;) 

11The Contribution of Foreign and Indigenous Capital 
to Economic Developmenttt by A. K. Cairncross 

I am very happy to be attending this International Conference of 

Agricultural Economists and feel it a ver,y special privilege to be directing 

my remarks to a paper presented by A. K. Cairncross. I am delighted to have 

this early opportunity of congratulating Professor Cairncross on a most 

excellent review of the role of capital investment in economic development. 

The concise coverage and soundness of the views put forward over such a 

broad field is masterly, and my only wish is that the latter sections of the 

paper dealing with investment in agriculture had been further expanded. 

MY task would be easier if my congratulations we e less sincere, 

because discussion in the absence of disagreement is more difficult. Since 

this is the case, I propose to devote my remarks towards elaboration of some 

aspects of foreign investment in agricultural development. In view of the 

role of the International Bank for Reconstruction and Development in this 

field and, as a staff member of that institution, it would seem appropriate 

for my remarks to be illustrated from experience of the Bank's operations 

in agricultural development. 

First, let me make it clear that ~ experience endo~ses 

Cairncross's general views and conclusions. His paper makes several refer-

ences to the World Bank's lendings for agriculture so let me set the order 

of their magnitude. As at the end of June last, 55 loans had been made 
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directly for agriculture to 27 different countries for a total of about 

500 million dollars equivalent. In addition, loans for some 400 million 

dollars had been made for road and railway construction mainly to improve 

transportation for agriculture, and for agricultural processing and ferti

lizer plants. 

The rate of agricultural lending has been increasing recently and 

the Bank's direct agricultural loans have approximated 200 million dollars 

over the last two years. However, a recent estimate by a Dutch economist, 

in a paper not yet published, is that the amount of public investment in 

Africa, Latin America and southwest Asia necessar.y to expand agricultural 

production at an annual rate of 2.3 per cent over the next 20 years would 

be an annual rate of foreign investment of over 2 billion dollars, together 

with indigenous investment of nearly 5 billion dollars. The Bank, even at 

the recent rate of agricultural lending, is making but a small contribution 

to the investment needs of agriculture. 

The Bank's direct loans for agriculture represent less than 10 per 

cent of total loans made. This is not because of any lack of interest in • 

agriculture or lack of recognition that ttstagnation of the agricultural sec

tor may act as a brake on the growth of the countries' entire economy.n 

Let us, therefore, examine some of the reasons: 

1. Bank loans must be for productive purposes and to finance 

the foreign exchange component of specific projects. 

2. We must be satisfied that the projects are sound, that they 

will be executed effectively, and that they will result in 

benefits which will justif.y the investment and strengthen 

the countries• econo~. 
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3. Thirdly, the Bank is obliged under its charter to p~ due 

regard to the prospects that the borrowing country will be 

in a position to meet its obligation under the loan. Further, 

it is implicit in the concept of the Bank as a continuing 

institution, designed to operate on a sound business basis 

and with funds borrowed on world markets, that it should 

make loans on commercial terms and only where there are 

reasonable prospects of repayment. 

This thir.d requirement for Bank lending has been alleviated in the 

case of our affiliate, the International Development Association, which was 

established last year. IDA credits granted to date, which have included 

finance for agricultural development, have been made free of interest and 

rep~able over 50 years. This should go a long way towards solving the 

transfer problems involved in loan repayment emphasized by Cairncross. 

However, while the field over which projects may be financed has been widened, 

it is not IDA's intention to finance unsound projects. We must still be 

equally satisfied that the technical aspects are sound, that the project will 

be executed effectively, and that the resulting benefits will be sufficient 

to justif.y the investment. 

The resources available to the Bank, and at least for some time 

ahead available to IDA, have not set any limit to the scale of our lending 

for agriculture. The limiting factor has been the effective demand for 

investment in sound productive projects. Although there are other considera-· 

tions, this, I believe, is basically due to institutional and administrative 
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problems which must be alleviated in most under-developed countries to widen 

opportunities for agricultural development. I fully support Cairncross's 

conclusion concerning the need for the investment of additional resources 

11in new forms of social organization, new habits and attitudes, personal 

experience, knowledge and skills, that is a precondition of continuing 

development." 

The experience of the Bank illustrates how financing institutions 

can give some assistance in this regard. As part of our technical assist~ 

ance work, we are frequently askea by member countries to organize a top-

level mission to make a thorough review of the economy and work out a pro-

gram of economic development. This, of course, includes the agricultural 

sector, and measures over the broad field of agrarian reform considered neces-

sary for . the sound expansion of agricultural production are recommended to the 

Government. These measures are discussed with the Government and usually 
, 

agreement is reached. The mission also makes recommendations concerning fis-

cal and trade policies necessar,y to improve the balance of pa.yments situation 

and the mobilization of domestic savings. In addition, the mission's report 

indicates sector priorities for investment and we are frequently able to assist 

further, either in the preparation of specific projects (often through the 

U .• N. Special Fund) or in their financing. 

I would like also to give you three or four examples of opportunities 

financing institutions have, through lending· oper.ations,~£or'assistance beyond 

finance itself: 
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Livestock production in Uruguay has been relatively stagnant for 

many years although the physical potential is broadly equivalent to that 

before New Zealand and southern Australia thirty years ago. The introduc-

tion of pasture legumes, together with phosphatic fertilizers and improved 

grazing management, could more than double the productive capacity of 

Uruguayan pastures. The limiting factor to development of this potential 

has been the lack of 11know-hown and foreign exchange for the investments 

necessary. 

ay working with the Government and FAO over a number of years, 
' 

sufficient research was undertaken for reasonably firm conclusions to be 

made concerning the techniques of pasture improvement which would be success-

ful and the economics of farm development. Assistance was concurrently given 

in working out the details of a specific project with the Government. This 

provided for the establishment of a Commission with adequa e powers, which 

would not only finance the livestock development program bu~ also provide 

the technical staff necessar,y to work out detailed farm development plans 

with each of same 600 farmers and supervise the execution of these plans. 

The technical staff is headed by a foreigner but the remainder are local 

agronomists, mainly on loan from the Department of Agriculture. The project 

has, therefore, provided foreign "know-how", an administrative setting for 

the effective use of technical services and the credit necessary to execute 

the development program. 
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Another example of Cairncross's institutional barriers which 

frustrate investment was met in recent irrigation loan to a mid-eastern 

country. Existing legislation and custom precluded the proper operation ·of 

major irrigation schemes and the farming system was feudal. A few families 

owned all the land which was farmed by share-cropping tenants who were moved 

to another plot each year so that they would not acquire any root rights. 

The success of the project would depend on improved techniques of far.ming, 

including soil building rotations and the growing of two instead of one crop 

each year. We were not satisfied that this could be done under the present 

system and refused to finance a major project to cover 120,000 hectares. 

We did, however, continue to work with the Government and later financed a 

pilot scheme covering 20,000 hectares. Meanwhile, the Government has intro

duced progressive legislation which will enable the Irrigation Authority to 

operate the project properly and supstantially to control }and use and im

prove the situation of the farmers. Fully adequate local ~search and 

extension and credit services are also built into the pilot project and 

the chances of its success are now favorable. If so, this should have a 

much wider impact on the country's irrigation development and it has been 

pleasing to find that the same approach is already being applied to other 

irrigation projects. 

Cairncross has also referred to the possibility of feeding in 

agricultural credit through some financial inter.mediar.y enjoying govern-

ment support to private farmers for investment capital. Same of the prob

lems of this approach were encountered in a recent loan to an agricultural 

bank in a small South American country. This was the only institution pro

viding investment credit to farmers, which was badly needed. The bank, whis:~l 
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had been established a few years previously, had been badly managed and had 

a record of frozen resources and loss of capital in delinquent loans. We 

worked with the Government over two years while the bank and its operating 

procedures and management were re-organized. We are now confident that the 

channeling of our loan, and the local currency resources of this bank, .for 

development loans to farmers will be soundly administered. In this way, 

instead or capital attrition, the resources available for re-lending for 

agriculture should continue to expand. 

Our experience supports Cairncross's view that investment in trans

port to provide a stimulus to agricultural development is a relatively easy 

way of absorbing foreign capital but, of course, more than finance is in

volved. A recent loan in Central America is for the construction of roads 

to give access to agricultural areas as yet mainly unoccupied. We reviewed 

with the Government the supporting measures necessary for the proper settle

ment and development of these lands. The first requirement is the enactment 

of a more progressive Agrarian Code and we have given technical advice and 

comment on the draft legislation now before Parliament. When it is passed, 

we expect to give more positive technical assistance in the planning and 

execution of the settlement program. Apart from direct settlement aspects, 

this will include, in Cairncross 1s words, "agriculture extension services, 

improvements in marketing and better credit services." We hope to be working 

closely with our friends of the Inter-American Bank in this latter regard. 
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Let me make two general comments about the Bank 1s influence, through 

its projects, on the institutional problems of agricultural development: 

i) Although restricted in breadth, our efforts are more often 

than not effective. We find that the local technicians 

concerned with a project usually know just what should be 

done. If the project is in trouble, it is because they 

have been unable to persuade their superiors, or their 

Treasury, to take corrective measures. We are frequently 

in a position to have red-tape cut and bottlenecks 

opened up. 

ii) This type of work is so painstaking and time consuming 

that our direct impact on the general problems of agrarian 

reform is nece.ssarily small indeed. 

I would like to end my remarks with two personal4 suggestions which 

support Professor Cairncross 1s conclusion that more attention must be given 

to lowering the institutional barriers that too often frustrate capital 

investment in agricultural development. 

The first suggestion is that technical assistance missions 

stationed in under-develo~ed countries should more clearly define their long

term objective as the strengthening of the country's local technical resources 

for the administration of agriculture, of agricultural land, and of agricul

tural credit and marketing facilities. 
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I have seen cases where the fault is with the country itself - th8 

agriculture department officials are not willing to accept the foreign 

specialists who work more or less in isolation on particular programs. More 

often, however, the problem is that the foreign assistance is channeled in 

co-operation with the Government through a "Servicio" or Agricultural 

Institute outside the Department of Agriculture. This enables many of the 

frustrations of the public service to be sidestepped and is an effective 

means of providing technical services over the short term. 

Frequently, however, little contact is maintained with the Depart-

ment and nempire building" sets in, and the Servicios are maintained indefi-

nitely with little or no strengthening of local administration and servicing 

of agriculture. In the case of our livestock project in Uruguay, we certainlJ 

hope that the technical services of the Commission will eventually be taken 

over by the Department of Agriculture. 

A further need is to make sure that local technicians work within 

foreign groups or consultant firms engaged in the study and preparation of 

specific projects. 

Apart from technical training and personnel, budgetary problems 

and too small appropriations for agriculture are usually the limiting facto~ 

to strengthening of agricultural administration. The aiding countries find 

it perfectly proper to provide free technical assistance, but are often 

reluctant to finance annual. expenditures required for the strengthening of 
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local techni6al services. While it would be difficult for financihg institd

tions lika our owhj which are restricted under their charters to direct pro~ 

ductive investments, I suggest that a great ~eal of foreign investment in 

agriculture c'ould be more beneficially channeled ih production-promoting 
I 

expenditures in ag~icdltural administration and services whieh are conven-

tionally Classified as "current" rather than "capital." 



NOT TO BE PUBLISHED CR QUOTED 
i->RIOR TO H~ETING OF INTERNATIONAL 
COf1NISSIOH ON IR.RIGATirn AND 
DRAINAGE TO BE HELD IN TOKYO MAY· 
1963. 

APPRAISAL OF IRRIGATION PROJECTS IN UNDZRDEVELOPED CCXJNTRIES 
. bY P. A. Reidi' 

[NTRODUCTION 

A London fishmonger once observed to his customer, the publisher 

of the Times, "My' business is wrapped ~P in your business". I shall not 

hazard any other similarities in this exchange beyond the fact that in the 

appraisal of irrigation projects ~ business is closely bound to the 

business of many or' you. As an agriculturist of the World Bank, my business 

is largely concerned with the appraisal of agricultural. projects with a view 

to their financing. I welcome this opportunity of discussing the appraisal 

of irrigation projects with you who are so concerned with their feasibility 

study and execution. 

The Horld Bank and 1 ts affiliate, the Internat onal Development 

Association, make loans only for projects which are technically and 

economically sound; that is, for projects which, in their judgment, can be 

effectively executed and operated and will result in benefits which will 

justify the investment and strengthen the economy of the particular country. 

During the last two years we have reviewed well over 50 irrigation 

projects and selected 26 of them for field appraisal. Of those appraised, 

14. have been, or are to be, recommended ~ for approval. Consideration of seven 

projects has been deferred Until we receive further feasibility data and are 

able to complete our appraisal. · The remaining five projects have been 

rejected. 

i\ Chief, Agriculture Division, International Bank for Reconstr·uction a"' ~:. 
Deve:i.opMe~.t, \-Jashington, D.C. :-:ay ~ 162. 
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We require a teasibilit,y report before undertaking tield appraisal. 

Some of the feasibility studies are undertaken b,y the local irrigation 

authorities and the remainder by' consulting firms. 

As an agriculturalist I have no intention ot discussing, except in a 

general way, the adequacy of the engineering aspects of these reports. I can 

say, however, that there has been no cue where we have been satisfied with 

their ·coverage of the agricultural, economi~ and administrative aspects. In 
I • 

I 
point of tact, the t~eatment ot these aspects in the majority of cases has 

been seriously inadequate. 

The question naturally arises as to wb7 the non-engineering aspects 

are so poorly covered • . It occurs to me that one of the sage remarks of Sir 

Oliver lodge provides a bit or a clue, "The last thing .in the world that a 

deepsea fish could be expec~d to discover is s&l.t water". Almost invariably, 
..,. 

engineers have primary responsibility for the feasibility studies. It may be 

that they have often been so closely concerned lf-lth the 'WOrks of the project 

that they have concentrated on these to the exclusion or other factors. In 

other words, their attention has been focussed on the means of achieving the 

purpose or the project instead o~ on the purpose itself. There seems to have 

been a tendency in the preparation or feasibility studies to overlook that an 

irrigation project is the irrigation and productive u$e of the land, rather 
I 

than the construction of a dam and or a dis.tribution ~ drainage system. 

This means, or course, that eng~neers, agriculturalists and 

agricultural economists should all be associated in the teasibili ty study. 

Even when all of these skills are . available and utilized, there still remains 

the problem of coordination of the various evaluations. An agriculturalist, 
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just as an economist or an engineer, tends to look at a project too much from 

his own viewpoint. For feasibility studies, just as for appraisal, it is 

necessary for these viewpoints to be coordinated so that the project can be 

assessed as an entit,y. 

There is a further reason for the inadequate coverage of non-engineer-

ing aspects of feasibility reports. This is undoubtedly the difficulty of 

, obtaining adequate- agricultural and related data under the conditions of the 

underdeveloped ·countries with which we are , concerned. Seldom are there 

reliable statistics from which to assess the present agricultural situation 

and production of the project area or the production or similar areas already 

developed under irrigation. It is unusual for there tO be adequate data 

regarding soils, agronomy, water dUties-, and so on, and it is most exceptional 

to find a,ry worthwhile infonnation concerning the ec.onomics of farm product!.on. 
~ 

Finally, and perhaps most ~portant, there are frequently serious hwnan and 

institutional problems which are most difficult to evaluate, but which must be 

solved or alleviated if reasonable standards ,of agricultural production are to 

be attained. 

Apart from institutional problems and paucity of data, economic 

· conditions in these countries are ~so vastly different. For example, there 

is frequently a serious imbalance in resource use. Under-used resources 

. usually include unskilled labor and, often, land and water; but lmow-how, 

managerial experience and capital are usually scarce resources. 

Our appraisals have always been preceded bY an economic survey to 

establish the scope and need~ for developmental expenditures and their priority 

between sectors of the economy. Before appraisal, the Bank will already have 

satisfied itself that investment in the agricultural sector is warranted an~ 
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that ~rigati~n_ investment warrants priority within the agricultural sector. 

The econanic conditions or the country must be taken into account in 

the assessment ot inputs and beneri ta during appraisal. 

The objectives or the remaining portion or this paper are twofold. 

The first, which is frankly selfish, arises frail the hope· that it will have . 

some infiuence on the coverage and quality' ot feasibility reports on projects 

we ' may be appraising in ruture. To this end, the paper indicates the extent 

and type of data which from .our experience can reasonably be expected from a 
I 

properly undertaken teasibili ty study in an underdeveloped country. They 

represent the mirWnum data rrhm which reasonably sound judgments can be made. 

The second objective is to outline how we have found it necessar,y 

from experience to adapt th~ prineipl~s ot project appraisal to the conditions 

or underdeveloped countries. I hope that this will prove ot some value to the 

"'* authorities and consulting f1r.ms eoncerned ,with reasibilit,y studies in these 

countries. 

I realize ihat much· of what follows will be already well-lmown to 

many or you. I hope, however, that you will tind tha~ the step-by-Step approach 

enables the merits or a project to be judged in relation to its purpose - the 

productive use or the land under irrigation. 

Although no two irrigation projectS are canpletely similar, the study" 

and appraisal or 'all projects can be considered under tour broad headings: 
• I 

1. Technical .so,mdness; 
2. . Organization and management; 
3. Financial · aspects; and 
4. Assessment of benefits and 

econoltiic justitica tion. 
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TECHNICAL SOUNDNESS 

Water, Land and Climate. The key to the performance or an irrigation 

project is the compatibility rtf water, land and people. The world has many 
\ 

abandoned irrigation projects, due primarily to inadequate consideration of 

the combined use of these resources. 

Of physical resources, water is the first consideration. In 

appraisal of hydrology, we need, or course, to be satisfied concerning the 

quantity, (}Uali ty and reliability of the water supply • We expect these 
I 

aspeets to have been thoroughly examined during project preparation and during 
I 

our appraisal ~ require access to . the basic data from whi~h jud~nts have 

beel'l made. We are often concerned with projects where hydrological records or 
I 

rainfall records for the watershed area are quite inadequate for accurate 

estimates. In these cases, we must review the evidence for the assumptions 

made and be satisfied that water availabilities have been conservatively 

est~ated ~nd that the chances of shQrtages in dr.y years have been clearly 

indicated. If hold-over irrigation storage is involved or if the project 

includes power production, we must have appropriate reservoir operational 

studies. We need reliable estimates of conveyance losses to arrive at 

diversion availabilities at the far.m field. We find that a breakdown of 

availabilities by months throughout the growing season is usually sufficient 

for rt~r purposes. 

In assessment of land resources-, We must be satisfied that the 
I 

project lands are capable of sustained production during the life of the 

project with at least an adequate return to the farmer. Such an assurance 

should be . based on adequate soiJ J t .)pogrn.phic, drainage a·l1d agroncm:\.c da·La.. 
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If sufficient data are not available, soil surveys, and/or land classification 

surveys are norm&lly required before project appraisals may proceed. Ordinari

ly, we require a soil survey or land classification made to semi-detailed 

standards or feasibility grade for appraisal purposes. We much prefer land 
I 

classification type surveys - assuming the specifications or such a survey are 

properly prepared beforehand. If we are in a position to recommend the t~~e 

of ~urvey to be employedror the reasib~ity report, we suggest a land 

classification survey similar to that developed and successfully used by the 

U. S. Bureau of Reciamation. 

In circumstances where the soils are particularly uniform. and clearl:· 
I 

suitable for irrigation, we feel that these requirements for s~il data can be 

relaxed. As an . example, during a rece~t appraisal, available soils data were 
I 

limited to information from a very rough reconnaissance soil survey. However~ 

the area had a history or 80 years irrigation fanning, ~after a review of 

soils, topographic and drainage conditions in the field, ft was concluded by 

the appraisal mission that additional soil or land classification surveys 

would be unwarranted. 

Drainage information is extremely important in any type of 

agricultural und,ertaking but, of course, it is normally much more critical 

under irrigated conditions, and we need to have information concerning both 

surface and sub-surface conditions. 

\rJe also need sufficient climatie data to establish the amount, 

distribution and _ reliability of rainfall .in ' the project area and the likelihood 

of occurrence of frost or other~iimatic hazards which could be critical to 

the cropping system proposed. 

Engineering. As I have previously indicated, rrry remarks concerning 

engineer~g ~ust be cursor,y. 
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We first want tn be satisfied that the proposed designs for the civil 

uorks are technlcally sound and would accomplish the intended purpose with 

reasonable operation and maintenance costs. This means that preliminary 

designs have been carried out in sufficient detail for their proper appraisal. 

He also need to know that adequate geological and topographical survey Hork has 

been undertaken. The safet,Y of major structures is natur~ of particU:ar 

concern and if our engineers have doubts concerning such aspects as foundation 

conditions or design of dam or spillway we ask or arrange for an independent 

review. 

'-le naturally look closely at designs of the main canal and distribu

tion system, including provisions for lining where necessar,y and-capacities 

for water delivery. We also examine ~asures tor the application or water at 

the farm fie~d to be satisfied that proposed water man~gement techniques will 

be in accord with the skills of the operating personnel~d the far.merso 

We look even closer at proposals for drainage Which often require 

special study and investigation. For example, many years ago we financed the 
I 

dam and power sectors only of a multi-purpose project~ The feasibility study 

included a report b,y an eminent soil chemist which was fully adequate over his 

special field of competence but did not deal with the suitability of the land 

for irrigation, including water tables_ and drainage requirements. Fortunately, 

the pm·mr and fiqod protection benefits proved to be sufficient to justify the 

full investment in the dam because just about the time that the dam and power 

~orks were comp~eted the authorities first recognized that serious drainage 

problems would have to be solved before the commanded area could be developed 

for irrigation. Detailed studies of soil~ and water tables were commenced and, 

over four years, detailed plans for irrigation and drainage have been prepare~

~/e have since been asked to consider a project for the develcpmeCJt of lr-1 e;D." ... :.on 
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over a portion of the area. 

Cost estimates are of course of fundamental importance. As a 

financing institution, we want to be quite sure that sufficient funds, in-

. eluding local currency to be provided b,y the Borrower, are available to bring 

the project into production. We also ~t to be sure that an over-run of costs 

will not reduce the economic justification for the project to sub-mareinal 

level. 

Our experience has been that costs are more often than not under-

estimated. \,1hen I recently asked a colleague, ~eneral R. A. \-~heeler, for his 

opinion on some cost
1

estimates 1 he told me the following stor,y which I trust 

is not too wide~ known to this audiencea 

" Some 2S years ago the Mississippi Canalization project was 

completed right on the estimate at $1$0-million. This so excited the 

professional interest of engineers throughout the Valley that a dinner 

was organized in honor of the Divisional Engineer wh~ad been responsible 

for preparing the report to Congress. lJhen asked to explain how he had 

estimated the co~ts so accurately he replied: 'As you know, ~ Division 

has three Districts, each of which is headed b,y an experienced District 

Engineer with a large staff of engineers and estimAtors. The· costs of the 

.parts of the ,Canalization Project located in these three districts were 

estimated separately by each District Engineer and his start and sub-

mitted to the ~ivision Engineer. After careful check of these estimates 

in mY office, th~ were returned to the Districts to recompute con-
. ' 

sidering high~r overhead and contingencies and increased prices for 

cement, steel and other materials. These new estimates were then 

returned again by the Division for revi~ion, directing the District 
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Engineers to consider ditfer~nt.types of gates and ·valves. These 

revisions resulted in further increases. FinallY, when the three 

District. estimates were totalled in the Division Office, the cost 

of the project amounted to about :~72 million. As you know, all 

engineers round out their est_imates 1 so the total cost was rounded 

out to .:~75 million. Then, all I did was to multiply by two.' " 
,·Te make generous provision for contingencies but not quite to that 

extent, and where we feel it nece~sar,y, we arrange for an independent review 
I 

of the estimates to be undertaken. 

On-Fann Uorks • . VJe are also concerned with the works within rann 

boundaries, such as land levelling and farm ditches and farm drains, 

necessar,y to bring the land into production. In cases where these works 

are to be undertaken by the. authoriti~s, they must be planned ~- detail and 

. should automatically be included in the cost estimates • ~U: they are to be 

constructed b,y the £armers themselves, they must still b~ investigated in 
' . 

sufficient detail. (It is necessar,y to establish their estimated costs 

for the calculation or economic benefit, even when they can be omitted 

from cost estimates for the purpose or financing.) 

A~riculture. The objective or appraisal can be stated quite simply as 

a ·comparison of ' the agricultural situation and production or the project 

area before and after development. The inVestigations necessar,y to reach 

this objective afe far from' simple. 

'·!e find that in most cases ·the. p~oject area is already under some 

.. . 
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sort of cultivation so that a considerable arrq ar dJJ.ttJ/ ·are necess4l'Y to 

assess the existing situation. Relatively seldom is much or this information 

. available from , published statistics. A search or the records or various 

authorities, including &rf3" marketing authorities, may help considerably. 

~ exceptionally have adequate land, uae surveys been undertaken prior to 

feasibility study'. In most cases, these data must be obtained during 

feasibility stud,y and this requires a land use and production survey. Air 

photographs and various sampling techniques can greatly reduce the work 

involved, but for peasant agriculture where no rann records are kept the 
' ' 

empirical investiga~ons within sample areas must extend over the full 

cropping season. 

The future agriculture situation and production is even more difficult 

to assess. However, so long as the project area is already farmed and the 

proposed irrigation will intensifY production without new settlement or major 

disturbance of farm distribution, reasonably reliable dita on the existing 

situation set a relatively finn base for projections intO the future. 

More difficult problems are involved if there is to be new settlement 

and we are very much concerned with proposed arrangements Hhich are obvioualy 

an importan• consideration in assessing. tu.ture agricultural prodw:tion. 

y ·These · include a) land tenure status, 'including aey existing water rights; 
b) fann size (farm ownership and operating pattern); c) characteristics 
and nwnber or the population or the project area, including nwnber or ram 
operators and hired tam laborers; d) prevailing farming practices; 
e) existing technical and c:redit services for farmers; f) land use, in
cluding rotation systems and cropping pattem; area in current year Wlder 
various crops and pasture, or not used; it alread7 some irrigation, area 
irrigated and water usage; g) avarage ·· crop yields and volume of agricul'!",'J.r
al production (including livestock production) J h) volume of product:!.--.:" 
marketed; i) description and adequacy or farm to market roads and of rr..:: ·~ket
ing and processing facilities; j) current prices at farm level for proc:Jcts ~ 
k) costs {or at. ~ast approx. cash costs, :'.ncluding cost of seed) of f:~~~ 
production. 
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.Tbe proposed future cropping pattern, which is, or course, of basic 

concern, is critically examined from the viewpoints of agronomy, ~rater duties 

and availabilities, markets for products and suitability in relation to the 
I 

ski lls of the farmers o 

Having determined that the soils and climate are suitable for the 

crops (or ~ypes of livestock produc~ion) proposed, we next consider the 

proposed rotation system and its likely influence on future soil fertility 

levels. 

The water dutie~ for the proposed cropping pattern are next 

assessed and adequate data concerning soils and climate .are, of course, 

necessary for this purpose. After adjustment for natural rainfall, we prefer 
I •. 

to assess irrigation requirements, usual~ by months throughout the year, at 

the point of delivery to the farm field. These requiaements are then 

reconciled with estimated availabilities ' by months. 

The prospective market for products is often one of the most 

critical aspects of appraisal. This is because the return per acre varies 

so greatlY according to the intensity of the cropping pattern. For example, 

the range in gross returns per acre .from the lowest return crops and the 

highest return crops averaged one to seven for the last 13 projects which we 

have appraised. For one of these projects the range was one to sixteen. The 

range in capital costs per acre for various projects tends to vary less 

widely, so that the inte~sity of the proposed cropping pattern has a major 

influence on the economic ju~tification of a~ project. It is far more 

often the availability of markets rather than agronomic factors that sets 

the limits of intensification of the cropping pattern. 
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An adequate analysis or· market prospects for all major products 

to be grown i~ , therefore, essential. This must justify the forward price 

projections to be assumed for the various products and also specify in detail 

aQY additional marketing or processing facilities necessar,y for the attainment 

of these prices. 

Our final check i~ to decide whether it could reasonably be expectec! 

that the farmers with their previous experience and technical skills would 

adopt the proposed cropping pattern. The technical services to be made 

available to the r~ers is a major consideration in this regard. 

or next concern are the measures that farmers would have to 

undertake to bring their land into production. The estim~ted ~apital costs of 

on-farm development have alreaqy been cons~dered, but costs of any necessar,y 
I 

purchases of farm equipment,· livestock and additional working capital and so 

, on, must also be estimated. In addition we want to know that the farmers have 

the financial resources for these purposes or that adequ~te credit on 

appropriat.e terms will be D,18de available. 

' In assessing estimates or future crop yields and livestock production, 

no agriculturalist can possib~ be expert on all crops· in all countries. Scme 

reliance must, therefore, be placed on. the views of local technicians 

familiar with these crops under the conditions of the region. \,Je examine 

closely the technical evidence from which the estimates have been made and 

first reach a judgment as to the future yields that should be obtained. 

1r1e then adjust this estimate to the level ' of yields which we judge ~ be 

obtained, taking into account most of the factors discussed above. The time 

lag in attaining this level of production must also be assessed. 
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I have deliberately dealt at some length with the problems 

involved in the assessment of agricultural production. Some. of the 

component factors can and must be _objectively and positive~ assessed. These 

include soils, water balance, agronomy and market opportunities for major 

products. The remaining factors, including the attitudes and skills of the 

farmers, the institutional setting of ,agriculture, its supporting services and 

forward price estimates, are much less tangible. Yet all of these factors 

must be taken into account in assessing future agricultural production. The 

point I want to emphasize is that the complexity and nature of the judgments 

involved in both feasibility study and appraisal call for a high degree of 

professional competence and experience. 

A further point is that as bankers our judgements must be 

conservative. Hence if a project has been poorly prepa~d and feasibility 

data are unreliable, we must discount estimates of agricultural benefits 

more than may have been necessa~ if the project had been properly prepared. 

ORGANIZATION AND MANAGEMENI' 

The B~nk pays particularly close attention to the proposed 

organization and management for execution of the project works and for 

subse~uent operation of the .project. However, in view of the professional 

background of this audience, it would be unnecessar.y for me to deal other 

than briefly, with most of these aspects. 
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He find that in most territories there is a Government authority, 
...; ' 

such as an Irrigation ~epartment, responsible for the planning, execution 

and operation of irrigation projects. Our main criterion in assessing the 
\ 

capacity of such organizations is their experience and past performance in 

undert&ting these responsibilities. If the nature of the proposed works 

· clear~ falls within the demonstrated co~petence of the boqy concerned, we 

do 'not necessarilY .require that consulting engineers be ~mployed for final 
I 

design 'and supervision or construction. ~fuere, however, past experience is 
I 

lacking, perhaps only on critical aspects of the proposed works,· -we do 
\ 

require that the necessary experience is available. In most cases this 
I 

means that consulting engineers are employed. If necessary, we also require 
I 

that the consultant's responsibility be extended to operation and maintenance 

. for . an initial period until the organization has gained ·t~ experience to 

enable it to carry on without outside assistance. 

~e have financed several projects where there was no such established 

authority and it has been necessar,y to set up District or Regional bodies 

for execution ·and operation. In one case still under consideration, there 

has been no previous public irrigation -project in the countr,y and over 

several years we have been assisting in the development of an appropriate 

legal charter, organization and staffing for a District Authority. This 

autho~ity must nec'essarily rely heavily on
1 
consultant assistance during its 

initial years. 
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~.Je must be satisfied that the irrigation authori ~y has the 

necessary powers to enter into contracts, acquire rights of way and in 

general t o undertake construction and operation,including powers to levy 

water charges. If not, we usually wait until satisfactory legislation has 

been enacted or, at best, make the passage of such legislation a pr~or 

condition for disbursement against the loan account. 

A further iiT'portant requirement is that goods and services reqtj-ired 

for the project ar-e purchase,d to the best advantage. This normally means 
I 

that arrangements should provide for effective competition bet~een potential 

suppliers or contractors. tlthough there ar.e exceptions according to the 

conditions of the country and the nature of the ~rorks, we prefer that major 

works are undertaken by contract, le~ under international competitive bi~ding. 

t·.fe require ;that imported equipment and materials financed under the loan 

ar~ purchased under international competitive bidding. 

Hi th respect to organization, we are not only concerned t-li th the 

agency immediately responsible for the project,, but also with the v~rious 

auxiliary s~rvices essential for the proposed agricultural development. 

Agricultural research, farm extension services, farm cre~it and marketing 

services are usually the responsibilities of separate Government departments, 

which are not directly relateci to the organization of the project. Hence, 

it is more difficult to make specific arrangements for their !)revision and 
I 

f requently i1e must rely on general unde~takings from the Go~ernment. In 

some . cases , t·rhere the Government administration of th~se services is cle~rly 

inadequate, we do arrange for Special serv~ces to be provided directly under 

the projec·t. In one case, where a new r~gional operating authority is being 

as s is ted by foreign consultants during an initial period, the project 

est:.mat es pr c,vi c.e for the estatlishment of research, exter,sion a~1a credit 
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services, and for the training of staff for these purposes. I might add, 

that even before the project works have been completed, these services have 

substantially improved agricultural practices within the project area. 

We also must be satisfied tHat the farmers themselves welcome the 

project and are prepared to participate willingly. One test, of course, is 

whether the expected farm benefits will be sufficient to cover water charges, 

land betterment levies and any other farmer-borne costs of project operation, 

repay the farmer's own investment for develo~ent of his land and leave him 

with sufficient reward for his additional effort. In some countries, where 

we have financed projects, irrigation laws include a provision, common in 

~ore developed countries, that a majority of farmers within the area should 

vote in favor of the project before construction can be ·authorized. ~-~e 

await the outcome of this vote before concluding the loan. In other cases, 
~ 

\•There landowners have been fac::ed with a substantial private inve~~.me.n~ for 

on-farm development, we have required, before the public works commence, 

that they agree formally with the operating authorities to undertake these 

private works. In one~case, there was a landlord tenant system of farming 

on a crop sharing basis and we were not satisfied that the tenants l-rould 

haw sufficient incentive for additional efforts required. We were therefore 

pleased when the Government agreed to incorporate some measure of agrarian 

reform for the project area in the legal charter of the operating authority. 

The landowners have willingly accepted this provision and we expect that 

the tenants will ·find sufficient reward for their efforts. 

In addition, we have found from experience that special attention 

~ust be paid to legislative and administrative arrangements for new settlement, 

if that is involved in the project. A critical review must first be made 

legisla\ion relattng to the allocation of land, including propo~cd condit:c:~s 
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of land tenure. The appropriateness of the proposed size of holding for the 

. conditions of farming must be decided. The characteristics and experience of 

the new settlers must also be considered; for example, nomadic herdsmen cannot 

gener~ly be expected to make good cultivators. There should be some system of 

selection according to experience and suitability for irrigation farming. We 

want to be sure thatafter ·the settlers have been allocated holdings, it Fill 

be within their capacity to develop them fully. This may be possible ~ -ri th 

their own labor. If not, they must command the financial resources required 

which may be eith~r from their own funds, .or from adequate credit facilities. 

FinallY, we want to know that they will be given sufficient technical guidance 

to bring their farms to full production. 

The considerations outlined brie~ above, cover the essential adminis-

trative requirements for any land settlement proposal. We made one mistake 
4 

some years ago in not ensurin~ that administrative requirements v~re understood 

and established at the time of making the loan and are still struggling to 

correct del~s and deficiencies in the progress of settlement. We hope not to 

·make the same mistake again. 

FINANCIAL ASPECTS 

As a financing institution 1-1e naturally want to be sure that sufficient 

funds will be available for completion of the works and for their operation. 
• I 

Interruption of construction because of shortage of funds results in economic 

losses Hhich underdeveloped countries can ill afford. · 

Cost estimates must be · realistically assessed and include ample 

contineencies to take care of risks of in.nation, escalation and unforeseen 

engineering difficulties. Our next step is to ensure, before the loan is s..:. ~n ~d 

, 
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that finn arrangements have been made for the provision of :. all the funds, in 

addition to the proceeds of the proposed loan, necessary to complete the 
' '> 

. project. In case _there should prove to be an over-run in costs, we also 

require an undertaking from the Government that aqy fUnds necessar.y to complete 

the project will be provided promp~ ~- required. 

The availabill ty of funds for project operation and the operating 

.. accounts of the Authority are also examin~d during appraisal. Estimates of 

costs of operation and maintenance seldom give much difficulty but we find 

many problems relatipg to propo·sed water charges and other farmer payments 

- towards the cost or the project. The Bank's general policy with regard to 

revenue producing projects is that the organizations responsible for such 

projects should earn revenues sufficient to meet all their operating costs 
I 

(including depreciation), and .earn an adequate return on the funds invested • 

. \Je recognize, 'however, that because of government policie towards agriculture, 

many irrigation projects are not set up on a. revenue producing basis, and our 

approach is. more flexible than in the case of power or industrial projects. 

•. We consider, as a matter of principle, that the farmers should 

contribute rea.Sonably towards the cost of providing the benefits they receive. 

If the. project is good, the benefits should be such that an adequate water 

charge is within the payment capacity of the beneficiaries. However, we 

recognize that in many cases such charges cannot be levied for economic or 

social and p6li tical reasons. One reason +s that peasants may be so unaccustom

ed to cash expenses that a substantial water: charge may . frighten them away from 

using project water; e.g. no incr~ase in production, -and no economic benefits. 

Concessional rates during the first years of 1operation can be some solution to 

this problem. The social and political reasons may be .related to the povert~r 
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of the peasants but more frequently rela·~ to government policies of subsidiz

ation . of agri~ulture and to the resistance to change of the agricultural sector, 

,.;here there may be long established traditions and rights to land and vrater. 

Nevertheless, we always press for water charges to be set as high as 

practicable in the circumstances. 

For about one quarter of the projects ltre have financed, water charccs 

have been set at levels sufficient to make the project self-liquidating. In 
'· 

other cases, the level of charges has been sufficient to .cover costs of 

operation and maintenance and depreciation while,in others, a charge sufficient 

to cover direct costs of operation and maintenance has been aJ.l · that vras 

practicable. In exceptional cases, there has been no direct water charge but 
' .. 

there have been other revenues to the.government resulting from the project, 

which would much more than cover annual project costs. 

There was one interesting case, when the goverll"lent undertook during 

negotiations that legislation for the operating authority would include pro-

vision fo~ an appropriate water charge. There was, however, some existing 

irrigation in the area and the Parliament simply refused to countenance any 

charge . for water up to the existing rights. This was ,overcome b.Y .legislation 

\vhich established that there would be no charge for water up to existing use 

but that there t-Tould be a charge for 11other expenses" (defined elsewhere as 

Operation and Maintenance), and a surcharge for additional water used which 

covered depreciation and a return on the investment. 
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ASSESSMENT OF BENEFITS AND ECONOOC JUSTIFICATIC!t 

In underdeveloped countries the data which can reasonably be expected 

to be available are seldom adequate enough or reliable enough to warrant 

i nvolved economic treatment. In most cases it would be unrealistic to apply 

more than rather crude tests. We have found measurements or various benefit/ 

investment relationships to be more practicable than the standard annual cost/ 

benefit ratio. We seldom attempt to quantif.y indirect benefits. If appropriate 

however, we estimate the influence of the project on the country's balance of 

trade, employment situation, and so on. 

Costs. In regard to public investments, we alre,ady have an estimate 

of the expenditures to be made durin! the construction period by the executing 

agency. This estimate may ·require adjustment for econanic evaluation. For 

instance, the project cost estimates made from the vie oint of financing may 

include the full cost of equipnent which wuld have sal~age value on completion 

of construction. ConverselY, the project estimates m~ not include supplem~nt

ar.y public investments necessar,y tor full development such as improved farm to 

market roads to carry the increase in production. We ·Usually include such costs 

for economic evaluation but not the costs of social overheads in education and 

so on. . Again, interest during construction may have been calculated on the 

basis of a rate charged by a central government to the executing agency, and 

this rate. m~ not reflect the true cost or capital. In cases where there is a 

clear difference between the official rate . and the "tree market" rate the 
' , 

latt er may have to be used. With respect to labor cost, a correction in the 

opposite direction might be appropriate in certain cases (e.g. in countries 

Hhere official wages may be higher than the economic cost of labor), but f0~ 
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practical reasons we do not applY ~ such correction to labor costs in 

estimates of ,public investments. · 

Next, .private investments. These include costs of any on-fann works 

by the farmers themselves. In most cases, investments in the form or 

farm family labor are omitted and onlY cash expenditures .are included 

in the evaluation (in view .of the large degTee of. under-employznent in 

underdeveloped areas, the economic cost of labor is often close to zero). The 

sum of these private and public costs is taken as the investment in the project. 

Any investment in1 fann machinery, etc. is treated on an annual basis 

under costs of produc~ion. 

We usually obtain reasonably reliable estimates ,of costs of project 

operation and maintenance, but estimates pf costs of farm production are 

particularly difficult. Fann budget studies to obtain these data are essen~,ial 

if the type of agriculture is on a cash rather than subsiStence basis. In some 

cases, these studies can be undertaken in similar areas a'lready developed under 

irrigation. In oth~r cases, data obtained during the land use and product:ton 

survey can serve as the base for estimates or increases in farm costs 

1men the land comes under irrigation. 

More usually, however, we are concerned with a peasant type of 

agriculture developi.ng !rom subsistence towards corrunercial production. If the 

existing agricultural production takes care of the subsistence needs of the 

farm families we do not treat products consumed on the fann as a cost against 

the increase ·in production from the project. Here again, we concentrate on 

increases in cash costs, including seed, fertilizers and other farm requisiteso 

Depreciation and interest on farm equipment, etc. is included if appropriate, 

which is rarely the case with peasant agriculture. The cost of hired la~r ts 
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usua.l.l.y included (although it mq 'be omitted tor calculations of benefits to 

the economy as a whole where there are no al temati ve opp:>rtuni ties for employ

ment). The cost of farm family labor is not included (except in those few 

cases where there are clearly al temati ve labor opportunities for the fanr. 
\ 

family). Any interest paid by the · tamer on investment in on-ram developnent 

is also excluded because an . estimate of his full capital costs for developing 

his land has been included in the project cost estimates. 

Fann Benefits. The project is treated as a whole in estimation of 

agricultura1 benefits which We call "fann benefits" because they are calculated 

at ram prices for products. The future annual gross value of agricultural 

production is calculated from the expected cropping patte~, e~:cimateu ca'{)p 

yields and estimates ot future prices at ~e tam tor these products. The 
I 

estimated annual gross value or productio·n from the project area without the 

' project is then deducted to give the estimated gross fallJ benefit from the 

project. 

The gross ~arm benefit less estimated annual costs of production gives 

the estimated net farm benefit. (Costs of prodUction are the increase ln farul 

costs of production above pre-project costs, plus direct costs of operation 

and maintenance.· or the project works~') 

A side check should next be made or the ability" of tamers to meet 

their cash obligations and retain sufficient reward to encourage their partici-
1 ' 

pation. nata are seldom sufficient for ,pro-forma farm budgets representative 

of major size· groups and types of fanni.rig. and. usually .only very simple checks 

can be made. Actual water and. other charges and any interest he must pay 

should of ,course be included as cash obligations since these are tests of the 

fanner's viability. 
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Benefit/Investment Relationships. The first measure we employ is the 

gross farm benefit/investment ratio expressed as a percentage. This, of course, 

takes no account ·of costs of production. Given consistency of method, however, 

it does provide a crude yardstick usetul for comparative purposes, particularly 
I 

if cor.:.i tions of ~ericuJ.tJ ral p~duc-tjion are sjl:!::_l·ir. Si.nce t,h.ts measure is 

the last 11 projects we have appraised :to be of i4.:.t~rest. These have been: 

Percent 

74 
50 
44 
42 

40 
40 
40 

The net farm benefit for the project as a whole is then set against 

the total investment to give the net farm benefit/investment ratio which is 

again expressed as a percentage. The benefits accrue over the lifetime of the 

project but there is usually a·de~lopment period after· completion of the ' 
' 

project works before the fUll benefits are obtained. They must therefore be 

discounted to a commOn point of time for compari~on of benefits with investrnento 

The range in net farm be~efit/investment ratios for the projects cited above 

has been from 9% to 45%. 

In some cases, we find it necessar,y to adjust net benefits at farm 

level to represent more closely benefits to the econo~. For example, if major 

products are for export and 'the farmer price is subject to major government 

intervention, we may have to recalculate .on; the basis or expbrt parity. 
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CoNCWSICIIS 

Appraisal of an irrigation project must include the appraisal of the 

future performance or water, land and people. Insufficient attention is given 

to agricultural, economic and institu~io.nal aspects in most feasibility reports 

on irri2ation projects. Agricultural and econo:rric data available at the time 

of appraisal are seldom adequate although it is practicable during a properly 

conducted feasibility study to obtain ~e data req\rl.red. 

Even the most reliable data that can reasonablY be expected do not 

--- warrant involved techniq,lea of economic treament. Qu~"'1titative assessment 

of direct economic benefits must, however, be made. We find that the most 

realistic approach is to measure various benefit/investment relationships. 

Bearing in mind Samuel Butler's observation "that the art of living 

is in forming adequ~te conclusions from inadeq~ate eviden e", both the 

feasibility stuqy and the appraisal of irrigation project~ in underdeveloped 

countries call for experienced judgment. This judgment must be based on a 

high degree or professional competence not only in engineering but also in 

agriculture and agricultural economics. 
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ABSTRACT 

In a discussion based on experience gained in the appraisal of 
irrigatiQn projects with a view to their financinj by the World Bank, 
the author points out that while the treatment of engineering aspects 
in feasibil~ty studies of projects is in general satisfactory, the 
treatment of the agricul~ural, economic and administrative aspect~- ·is 
seldom adequate. The paper outlines an approach to appraisal of 
irrigation projects in underdeveloped countries and sets out the 
nature .and scope of. data .which can reasonably be expected from 
properly prepared feasibility studies. Emphasis is direeted to the 
need for strengthening and integrating professional agricultural, ... 
economic, arid engineering judgments. · 

The-key to the performance of an irrigation project ·is seen as 
the measure of the compatibility of the. water, land and people. 
Assessment of all projects during both feasibility study and appraisal 
must cover technical soundness·; organization and. man·agement; 
financial aspects; and benefits and economic jl;Jstification.-

Of the physical resources, the study of land is usually the least 
satisfactory, and land classification survey to semi-detailed standard 
is usually required for appraisal. In assessment of engineering 
aspects, particular attention is given to adequacy and safety of major 
structures, to drainage and to cost e&timates. The appraisal of 
agricultural aspects involves detailed comparison of the agricultural 
situation. and production of the project area before and after 
development. In addition . to the proposed organization- for 

•, Estimation des projets d'irrigation dans les pays sous-developpes. · .· 
t Chief, .Agriculture Division,' International Bank for ReConstruction and 

Development, Washinston, .D.C. 
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exeeution- and operation of the works,. attention m st be given· ta 
measures for supporting services to farmers and for any land 
settlement. Financial aspects include not only the adequacy of the 
financing plan fQt: the works but also propoted . arrangements 
for payment for the costs of the project by beneficiaries.. Even the 
most reliable data that can reasonably be expected do not warrant 
i:ovolved techniques of economic treatment. A realistic approa.ch is 
to measure various benefit/investment ratios. 

· - .. Both feasibility study and appraisal call for . experienced 
judament. which must be based on a high degree of professional. 
competence in agriculture and agricultural economics as well as in 
engineering. 

SOMMAIRE 

Dans une discussion basee sur !'experience acquise dans 
!'estimation des projets d'irrigation en vue de leur financement par la 
Banque Mondiale, l'auteur fait ressortir qu'alors que le traitement 
des aspects techniques dan> les etudes de praticabilite des projets est 
en general satisfaisant, le traitement des aspects agricoles, 
6oonomique~ et_ •dminist_ratifs est rarement adeqU:Bte. Le rapport 
e.xpolf' une approche de l'estimation des projets d'irrigation dans les 
payJ SQ~-developp6s et presen~e Ia nature et l'etendue des donnees 
qui ~uvent ette. raisonnablement attendues des etudes de pra ticabi
Ute eonvenablement preparies. D est insiste sur le besoin de renforcer 
et: inte,gre.r- les jugements pro fessionnels agricoles, . economiques et 
techniques .. 

La clef du rendement d'un pro jet d'irrigation est vu comme Ia 
mesure de Ia compatibili te entre l'eau, Ia terre et le .,.euple. 
L'evaluation de tous les projets, l Ia fois durant l'etude de pratic
abilite et durant !'estimation, doit couvrir : le bon etat' technique, 
l'orge.nisation et la di~tion, les aspects financiers, et les benefices et 
Ia justification economique. 

Des ressources physiques~ l'etude du terrain est g6neralement 
Ia moins satisfaisante, et unt; enquete de classification du terrain dan~ 
un standard semi-~etaille est generalement requise pour !'estimation. 
Dans I' evaluation des aspects techniques, une attention particuli~re est 
donn6e i l'e~cacite et Ia suret6 des principales structures, au drainage 
et au montant des devis. L'estimation des aspects agricoles comprend 
une comparaison detaill6e de la situation agricole et de Ia production 
de Ia regton du projet, avant ot apr~s lo d6veloppement. En 
addition l I' organisation propos6e pour l'ex6cution ei l'exploitatiQn 
des ouvrages, !'attention doit etre donnee aux me res pour 6tablir 
les Serviees accessoires pour les ·termiers et pour tout etablissement 
agraire. Les aspects financiers comprennent non seulement 
l'effica.cite du plan financier pour les ouvrages, mais aussi les 
arrangements proposes pour le paiement des couts du P:I:'Ojet par les 
b6neficiaires. Meme les donnees les plus sOres qui Peuvent etre 
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raisonnablement attendues, ne justifient pas les techniques engagees 
du ·. traitement economique. Un abord realiste est de mesurer les 
dift'erents coefficients benefices/investissements. 

L'6tude de praticabilite et l'estimation, toutes deux demandent. 
un jugement experience qui doit etre base sur un haut degre de· 
competence professionnelle en agriculture ·et economie agricole aussi 
bien qu'en technique. 

INTRODUCTION 

A London fishmonger once observed to his customer, the
publisher or the Times, "My business is wrapped up in your 
business". I shall not hazard any other similarities in this exchange 
beyond the fact that in the appraisal of irrigation projects my 
business is closely bound to the business of many of you. As an 
agriculturist of the World Bank, my business is largely concerned 
with the appraisal of agricultural projects with a view to their 
financing. I welcome this opportunity of discussing the appraisal 
of irrigation projects with you who are so concerned with their 
feasibility study and execution. 

The World Bank and its affiliate, the International Development 
Association, make loans only for projects which are technically and 
economically sound ; that is, for project which, in their judgment, 
can be. effectively executed and operated and will result in benefits 
which will justify the investment and strengthen the economy of the-
particular country. · 

During the last two years we have reviewed well over 50 ~ 
irrigatio~ projects and selected 26 of them for field appraisal. 0( 
those appraised, 14 have been, or are to be, recommended for 
approval. Consideration of seven projects has been 4.eferred until ' 
we receive further feasibility data and are able to complete our 
appraisal. The remaining five projects have been rejected. 

We require a feasibility report before undertaking field 
appraisal. Some of the feasibility studies are undertaken by the 
local irrigation authorities and the remainder by consulting firms. 

As an agriculturalist I have no intention of discussing, except in· 
a general way, the adequacy of the .engineering aspects of these 
reports. I can say, however, that there has been no case where we 
have been satisfied with their coverage of the agricultural, economic 
and administrative aspects. In point of fact, the treatment or these 
aspects in the majority of cases has been seriously inadequate. 

The question naturally arises as to why . the non-engineering 
aspects are so poorly covered. It occurs to me that one of the sage 
~marks of Sir Oliver Lo.dge provides a bit of a clue, "The last thing 
m the .world that a deep· sea fish could be expected to discover is salt' 
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water.." ~bnost invariably, ·enJineen have primary responsibility for 
the fea ·bility studies. .It may be that they ~ve often been so· cl sely 
concerned with the works of the project they have concentrated 
on these to the exclusion of other factors. In other words, their 
attentio.n Jla.s been focused on the mea~s of achieVing th~ ~se _of · 
the proJect tnstead of on the purpose ttself. There seems to have 
been a tehdency in the preparation of feasibilitY stu to overlook 
that an i.riigation project is the irrigation and productive use of 
the land, rather than the construction of a dam and of a distribution 
and drainage system. 

This means, of course, that engine,rs, agriculturalists and 
agricultural economists should all be associated in the feasibility 
study. Even -when all of these skills ~ av~ble and utilized, . there 
still remains the problem of coordination of the various evaluations. 
An agricqlturalist, just as an economist or an engineer, tends to look 
at a . proJect too much from his own viewpoint~- · . For feasibi,lity 
siudies, just as for appraisal, it is necessary for these vieWpoints to be 
coordinated so that the project can be assessed ·as an entity. 
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The objectives of the remaining portion of this paper are two
fold. The first, which is frankly selfish, arises from the hope that it 
will have ~o~e influence on the coverage and quality of feasibility 
repotts on projects w~ may be appraising in future. To this end, the 
paper indicates the exten.t and type of data which from our experience 
can reasonably be expected from a properly undertaken feasibility 
study in an underdeveloped country. They represent the minimum 
data from whi~h reason~bly sound judgments can· be made. · · 

· The second; objective is to outline ·how we have found it 
necessary from experience to adapt the principles of project-appraisal 
to the conditions of underdeveloped countries. I hope that this wjll 
prove of some value to the authorities -and consulting firms concerned 
with feasibility studies in these countrjes . 

. lre~lize that much. of what follows will be already well-known 
to many of you. I hope, however, that you will find that the step-by
step approach enables the merits of a project to be judged in relation 
to its purpo.se-the productive use of the land under irrigation. 

"'i Although no two irrigation projects are completely similar, the 
shldy aild appraisal of all projects can be considered under four . broad 
headings: · 

1. T~hnical soundness ; 
2. OrganiZation and management; 
3. Financial aspects ; and 
4. Assessment of benefits and economic justification. 

TECHNICAL SOUNDNESS 

Water, LantJ, and Climate. The key to the performance of an 
irrigation project is .the compatibility of water, land and people. The 
world has many abandoned ·irrigation projects, due primarily to 
in.adequate consideration of the combined use of these resources. · · 

Of physical resources, water . is the first consideration.. Jn 
appraisal of hydrology, we need, of course, to be satisfied concerning 

. the quantity, quality and r~liability of the water supply. We expect 
these aspects to have been thoroughly examined during project prepa
ration and during our appraisal we require access to the basic data 
from which judgments have been made. We are often concerned 
with projects where hydrological records or rainfall records fo:( the 
watershed area are quite inadequate for accurate estimates,. In these 
cases, .we must review the evidence for the assumptions ntade and be 
sati~fied that water availabilities have been conservatively · estimated 
and that the chances of shortages in dry years have been clearly 
indicated. If hold-over irrigation storage is involved or if the project 
includes power production, we must have appropriate reservoir 
operational studies. We need reliable estimates of conveyance losses 
t-o arrive at diversion availabilities at the farm field. We find . that a 
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breakdown of availabilities by months throughout the growing season 
is usually sufficient for our purposes. 

In assessment of land resources, we must be satisfied that the 
project lands are capable of sustained production during the life of 
the project with at least an adequate return .to the farmer.. Such an 
assurance should be based on adequate soil, topographic, drainage 
and agronomic data. If sufficient data are not available, soil surv~y , 
andfor land classification surveys are normally required before project 
appraisals may proceed. Ordinarily, we require a soil survey or land 
classification made to semi-detailed standards or feasibility grade fot 
appraisal purposes. We much prefer land classification type surveys 
-assuming the specifications of such a survey are properly prepared 
beforehand. If we are in a position to recommend the type of survey 
to be employed for the feasibility report, we suggest a land classi
fication survey similar to that developed and successfully used by the 
U.S. Bureau of Reclamation. 

In circumstances where the soils are .particularly uniform and 
clearly suitable for irrigation, we feel that these requirements for soil 
data can be relaxed. As an example,. during a recent appraisal; 
available soils data were limited to information from a very rouah 
reconnaissance soil survey. However, the area had a history of 80 
years irrigation farming, and after a review of soils, topographic and 
drainage conditions in the field, it was concluded by the appraisal 
mission that additional soil or land classification surveys would be 
unwarranted. 

Drainage info.rmation is extremly important in any type of 
agricultural undertaking but, or coune, tt is normally much more 
critical under irrigated conditions, and we need to have infonlfation 
~:gcerning both surface and sub-surface conditions. · 

We also need sufficient climatic data to establi the aniount, 
distnbution and reliability of rainfall in the project area and the 
likelihood of occurrence of frost or other climatic hazards which 
could be critical to the cropping system proposed. 

Engineerlag. As previously indicated, the author"s remarks 
concerning engineering must be cursory. 

We fint want to be satisfied that the prooosoll · 
civil works are technically sound and wou1d aoc~••• 
purpose with reasonable operation and 
means that preliminary designs have been ·in ufticient 
detail for their proper appraisal. We also need to bow that adequate 
Jeological and topographical survey work has 'imdertaken. Tlae 
safety of major structures is naturally of particular OOJl and if our 
engineers have doubts concerning such a foundation 
eontlitions or design of dam or spillway w ask arranse for an 
independent review. 
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We naturally look closely at designs of the main canal and 
distribution system, including provisions for lining where necessary 
and Capacities for water delivery. We also examine measures for the 
application of water at the farm field to be satisfied that proposed 
water management techniques will be in accord with the skills of the 
operating personnel and the farmers. 

We look even closer at proposals for drainage which often 
require special study .and investigation. For example, many years ago 
we financed the dam and power sectors only of a multi-purpose 
project. The feasibility study included a report by an eminent soil 
chemist which was fully adequate over his special field of competence 
but did not deal with the suitability of the land for irrigation, includ
ing water tables and drainage requirements. Fortunately, the power 
and flood protection benefits proved to be sufficient to justify the full 
investment in the dam because just about the time that the dam and 
power works were completed the authorities first recognized that 
serious drainage problems would have to . be solved before the com
manded area could be developed for irrigation. Detailed studies of 
soils and water tables were commenced and, over four years, detailed 
plans for irrigation and drainage have been prepared. We have since 
been asked to . consider a project for the developmeni of irrigation 
over a portion of the area. 

Cost estimates are, of course, of fundamental importance. As a 
financing institution, we want to be quite sure that sufficient funds, 
including local currency to be provided by the Borrower, are available 
to bring the project into production. We also want to be sure that an 
over-run of costs will not reduce the economic justification fot the 
project to sub-marginal level. 

Our experience has been that costs are more often than not 
under estimated. When I recently asked a colleague,. 'General ..,. 
R.A. Wheeler, for his opinion on some cost estimates, he told me the 
.following story which I trust is not too widely known to this 
audience: 

"Some 25 years ago the Mississippi Canalization project 
. '· was completed right on the estimate of $150 million. This so 

excited the professional interest of engineers throughout the 
Valley that a dinner was organized in honor of the Divisional 
Engineer who· had been responsible for preparing the report 
to Congress·. When asked to explain how he had estimated 
the costs so accurately, he replied : 'As you know, my 
Division has three Districts, each of which is headed by an 
experienced District Engineer with a large staff of engineers 
and estimators. The costs of the parts of the Canalization 
Project located in these three districts were estimated separ
ately by each District Engineer and his staff and submitted to 
the Divisional Engineer. After careful check of these estimates 
in my office, they were retu~ned to the Districts to recompute 

· considering higher overhead and contingencies and increased 

II 
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prices for cement, steel and other materials. These new 
estimates . were then returned again by the Division for 
revision, directing the District Engineers to consider different 
types of gates and valves. These revisions resulted in· further 
increases. Finally, when the three District estimates were 
totalled in the Division . Office,. the cost of the project 
amounted to about $72 million. As you know, all engineers 
round out their estimates, so the total cost was rounded out to 
$75 million. Then, ~11 I did was to multiply by two." 

we make generous provision for contingencies but not quite 
to . that extent, and where we feel it necessary, we arrange for an 
independent review of the estimates to be undertaken. 

On-Farm Works. We are also concerned with the works within 
farm boundaries, . such as land levelling and farm· ditches and farm 
drains, necessary to bring the land into production. In cases where 
these works are to be undertaken by the authorities, they must be 
planned in detail and should automatically be included in the cost 
estimates. If they are to be constructed by the farmers themselves, 
they must still be investigated in sufficient detail. (It is . necessary to 
est~blish, tpeir estimated costs for the calculation of economic benefit, 
even when they can be omitted from cost ·estimates for the purpose of 
financing.) · ·· 

Agriculture. The objective of apprasial can ·be stated quite 
simply as a compari~on of the agricultun11 situation and production 
of the project area before and after development. The investigations 
.necessary to reach this objective. ar~ far from simple. · 

We find that in most cases the project area is already ·under 
some sort of cultivati<;>n so that a considerable array of data* .JJre 
necessary to assess the existing situation. RelativeJy seldom is much 
-ofthis information available from published -statistics: ·A search of the 
. ·re~ords of various authorities, including any marketing authotiti~, 
may help considerably. Only exceptionally have adequate land use 
surveys been undertaken prior to feasibility study. In niost cases, 
these data must be obtained during. feasibility study and this requires a 
land use and production survey. Air Photographs and various 
sampling techniques can greatly reduce the work involved, but for 
peasant agriculture where no farm records are kept the empirical 

* .These include (a) land tenure status, including any existing water rights ; (b) 
· farm size (farm ownership and operating pattern) ; (c) characteristics and 

number of the population of the project area, including number of farm 
operators and hired farm laborers; (d) prevailing farming practices ; (e) 
existing technical and credit services for farmers ; (f) land ··use, incJudin g 
rotation systems and cropping pattern ; area in current year under various crops 
and pasture, or not used ; if already some irrigation, area irrigated and water 
usage; (g) average crop yields and volume of agricultural production (including 
livestock production) ; (h) volume of production marketed ; (i) description 
and adequacy of farm to market roads and of marketing and processing 

. . .facilities ; (j) current. prices at farm level for products, {k) cos~~ (or at least 
· approx . . c;ash co·sts, in~luding cost of seed) .offarm production. 
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investigations within sample. areas must extend over the full cropping 
season. 

The future agriculture situation and production ·is even more 
difficult to assess. However, so long as the project area is already 
farmed and the proposed irrigil~ion wi~l intensify production without 
new settlement or major distu.rbance of farm distribution, reasonably 
reliable data on th~ existing situation set a relatively firm base for 
projections into the future. 

More difficult problems are involved if there is to be new 
settlement and we· are very much concerned with prop.osed arrange
ments which are obviously an important consideratidn in assessing 
future agricultural production. 

The proposed future cropping pattern, which is, of course, of 
basic con<~er~, is critically examined from the. viewpoints of agronomy, 
water duties and availabilities, markets for products· arid suitability. in 
relation to the skills of the farmers. · 

Having determined that the~soils and climate are suitable for the 
crops (or types of livestock production) proposed, we next consider 
the proposed rotation system and its likely influence on future soil 
fertility levels. ·. 

The water duties for the proposed cropping pattern ·are . next 
assesSed and adequate data con~erning soils . and -climate are, ·of 
course, necessary for this purpose. After adjustment for natural 
rainfall, we prefer to assess irrigation requirements, usually by months 
throughout ~e year, at the point of delivery to the farm field. These 
requirements are then reconciled · with estimated · availabilities by 
months. 

The prospective market for p.roducts is often one of the most 
critical aspects of appraisal. This is because the return per acre varies 
so greatly according to the intensity of the cropping pattern. For 
example, the range in gross returns per acre from the lowest return 
crops and the highest return crops averaged one to seven for the last 
13 projects which we have appraised. For one of these projects the 
range was one to sixteen. The range in capital costs per acre for 
various projects tends to vary less widely, so that the intensity of the 
proposed cropping pattern has a major influence on the economic 
justification of any project. It is far more often the ·availability of 
markets rather than agronomic factors that sets the limits of 
intensification of the cropping pattern. 

An adequate analysis of market prospects for all major products 
to be grown is, therefore, essential. This must justify the forward 
price projections to be assumed for the various products and also 
specify in detail any additional marketing or processing .facilities 
necessary for the attainment of these prices. 

Our final check is to decide whether it could reasonably by 
expected that the farmers with their previous experience and technical 

J 
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skills would adopt the proposed · cropping pattern. The technical 
services to be made available to the farmers is a major consideration 
_in this regard. 

Of next concern are the measures that farmers Would have to 
·undertake to bring their land into production. The estimated 
capital costs of on-farm development have already been considered, 
but costs of any necessary purchases of farm ·equipment, livestock 
and additional working capital and so on, must also be estimated. 
In addition, we want to know that the farmers have the financial 
resources for these purposes or that adequate credit on appropriate 
·terms will be made available. 

In assessing estimates of future crop yields and livestock pro
duction, no agriculturalist can possibly be expert on all crops in all 
countries. Some teliance must, therefore, be placed on the views of 
local technicians fam"iliar with these crops under the conditions of the 
region.· We examine closely the technical evidence from which the 
estimates have been made and first reach a judgment as to the future 
yields that should be obtained. We then adjust this estimate to the 
level of yields which we judge will be obtained, taking into account 
most of the factors discussed above~ The time-lag in attaining this 
level of production must also be assessed. 

I have deliberately dealt at some. length with the problems 
involved in the assessment of agricultural production. Some of the 
component factors can and must be objectively and positively assessed. 
These include soils, watet balance, agronomy and market opportuni- · 
ties for major products. The remaining factors, including the attitudes 
and skills of the farmers, the institutional setting of agriculture, its 
. supporting services and forward price estimates, are much less 
tangible. Yet ail of these factors must be taken into a~unt in 
assessing future agricultural production. The point I want to 
emphasize is that the complexity and nature of the judgments 
involved in both feasibility study and appraisal ·call for a high degree 
of professional competence and experience. 

. ·. A further ' point is that as bankers our judgments must be 
conservative. Hence if a project has been poorly prepared and 
feasibility data are unreliable, we must discount . estimates of agri
cultural benefits more than . may have been necessary if the project 
~ad been properly prepared. · 

ORGANIZATION AND MANAGEMENT 

The Bank pays particularly dose attention to the proposed 
organization and management for execution of the project works and 
for subsequent operation of the project. However, in view of the 
professional background of this audience, . it would be necessarY for 
me to deal other than briefly, with most of these aspects. 

We find that in most territories there is a Government ·authority, 
.such .as an Irrigation Department, responsible for the planning, 
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execution and operation of irrigation projects. Our main criterion 
in assessing the capacity 'of such organizations is their experience and 
past ~rfor~nce in undertaking these responsibilities. If lhe nature 
of the proposed works clearly falls within the demonstrated com
~tenQe of the body concerned, we dq not necessarily require that 
cons.ulting engineers be employed for final design and superVision of 
construction. Where, however, past experience is lacking, perhaps 
only on critical aspects of the proposed works, we do require that 
tlw necessary experience is available. In most cases 'this means that 
COJ1S.11lting engineers are employed. If necessary, we aiM) require 
tpat the consultant's responsibility be extended to operation and 
maintenance for an initial period unti~ the organization has gained 
the experience_ to enable it to carry on without outside assistance. 

We have financed several projects wliere there was no ·such 
established authority and it has been necessary to set rip District or 
Regional bodies for execution and operation. · In one case still under 
consideration, there. has .been no previous public irrigation project in 
the . country and over several years we have been assisting in the 
development of an appropriate legal chai'ter, organization and staftl~ 
for a District Authority. This au_thority must necessarily rely heavily 
qn consultant assistance during its · initial years. , 

We. must be satisfied that the irrigation authority has the 
necessary powers to enter into contrac_ts, acquire rights of way and in 
general to undertake construction and opet~tion, including powers to 
l~vy water charges. If not, we usually wait until satisfactory legislatio·n 
has been enacted or, at best, make the passage of such legislation a 
prior condition for disbursement agains~ the loan account. 

A further important requirement -i-s that goods and · services 
required for the project are purchased to the best advantage. This 
normally means that arrangements should provide for effective 
competition between potential suppliers or contractors. Although 
there are exceptions according to the conditions of the country and 
the nature of the works, we prefer that major works are undertaken 
by contract, let under international competitive bidding. We require 
that imported equipment and mateJ:ials · fi~anced under the loan are 
purch~sed under international competitive bidding. 

With respect to organization, we are not only concerned with 
the agency immediately responsible for the project, but also with the 
various a,uxiliary services essential for the proposed agricultural 
development. Agricultural research, farm extension services, farm 
credit and marketing services ate usually the responsibilities of separate . 
Government departments, which are not directly related to the 
orgahization of the project. Hence, it is more · difficult .to make 
specific arrangements for their provision and frequently we must rely 
on general undertakings from the Government. In some cases, where 
t\le. Government administration of these services is clearly inadequate, 
we ~o ~rrange for spec~ serv~ces to be provided directly under the 
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;Pr(?j~t . ~n o.ne. ·case, ~ere a .. n~· ·'·re~ion.~t ope~!l:t!~i ·. ;ant~6~~Y. ·::is 
.b.~t~g_ assts.ted by (ot~Jgl). 'C~"J?SU1t~nts ·; dunng . ~n ' .l!Jibal · ~rJ~~. ~~~ 
proJect estimates provtde for the establishment of Tesearcli~ ··extenston 
ltnd: credit services, and for the: train~rig ~r . staff ~o.r t~ese purposes·. 
l mtgbt. add, that even- before the prQJect·works ·have been c6nipleted, 
tliese . services nave substantially ' improved-' agricUltural .. practices· 
Within the proJect ·area. · : ~ ·: · · : · · · · ·:... · · · · ._ ; · : · ·: _.. , · · 

( . • •• I • • • • • •• .. • • ' • ..... ~. :·
1 ~ ; . . • ·, ~ : • ; .. ... I~- i I i' 

We also must .be satisfied that the farmers themselves weloome 
the·prjoecf and are ,prepared to participate Willinglyl ·"One·. test, 'of 
course, is whether the ·expected farm benefits ·wm be sufficient to· cover 
water charges, l~rid betternu~nt levies : and · a~y other ·rarmer.:.borne 
costs. of project ·operation; rep·ay -the : f-armer's own investment · for 
development of his l~nd and leave .bim with sufficient reward for his 
additional effort.· In some countii~, 1\rhere we have. financed proje,cts, 
irr,igatfon .. laws include i · proviSiorr~ ·common ih · thore developed 
countries, that a ·.majority 'of fariners within the area sliould 'vote ' i'n 
favor of :the · projecf before construction . can bel ~auth'o'rized~ ·.- · W~ r 

· , ~wajt the outco·m~·. or ~h(s. yot~ ~~fore d~ncJ~~jn~ ~he 1loim/ · In·.; ~t~dt 
' cases, where landowners have ·been faced wtth · a: substantial .pnvate 
· ~ inVestment for On~tann deveiOpitlent; .. we '. ha.ve·~.- reqUited, ~ before · thC 

pub1ic works commence, that they agree fohnally · with · tlie operating · 
authorities to undertake th~s.e- private .wor~s, : .In one ca~r~ · there was 
~Jandlord .tenant syst.erq offarrit!n~.-on a <;rop-:-~4a.ting.~ bas.is a.pd ;- W~ 
were riot sa~isfie.<;l .that)he. te·na~ts woul~_have . sijfflcient •. incel1.ti~¢. for 
additional effort.s- required. We .. w.ere, : therefo~e, pleas~d · wh~n: · the 
Government agre.ed to incorporate-some measu.re .of agrarian:tefornl, 

·:· . 
.. \ ·. \ 

for the project area· in the legal chart~r of the ·op(mlfip,g autho~ty. 
The landowners have willingly accepted this provision and we ·expect 
t.hat .the tenants wiJI fin4 sutpcient reward_ for ~heir efforts . . 

~.: .. .. lti additi~n,. we ha~e ·round ·'rrom : experience 'that. speciaf atten·- ' 
tion must be paid to legislative and-administrative ar~ngements : f~r: 
new settlement, if that is involved in the. project_. .. A critic~l · reyiew. 
must first be made of legislation rela~ing to· the alloc.atio.~ . qf Ian~, 
including · ·proposed· conditions of Jan~ ienure. . . The appropdate:.. 
ness of the proposed size of holding for . the conditi<?ns of farming 
must be decided. . The ·characteristics and experience of the new 
settlers must also ·be considered ; · ·for example, nomadic herdsmen' · 
connot: generally .be expected to .ma:k~ , .. go~d . cultivator~ •. There 
should· be some . system of selection· accordmg to· experience and., 
SJiitability for ;irrigation farming. · We want to be . sure that. ·after'' 
the settlers have been allocated holdings, it will be wfthin . their 
caJ)acity to develop them .fully .. , This may .be possible with. th~ir own 
labor. If not, they must command· .'the ftnanci~l - re&ources.require4 
~~ich may be either their own funds, or from aqequate credit faeiliti~s~ 
Finally, we want to know that t1iey wifJ .be giyen suffici~nt techni~l 
gliidance to bring . their farms to full productio~ . . . . ., . · · . 

.. . . The considerations outlined . briefly above, cover ~lie esseriti~l ' 
administrative requirements · for any land settlement proposat ·. We 

t 
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made one mistake some years ago in not ensuring that administrative 
requirements were understood and established at the time of making 
the loan and are still struggling to correct delays and deficiencies · in 
the progress of settlement. We hope not to make the same mistake 
again. ·· 

·FINANCIAL ASPECfS ... 

As a financing institution, we naturally .want to be sure tha.t 
sufficient funds will be available for completion of the works and for 
their operation. Interruption of construction because of shortage of 
funds results i-n economic losses which underdeveloped countries can 
iiJ afford. · · · · · · 

Cost estimates must be realistically assessed . and · include ample ' 
contingencies to ta~(( care of risks of inflation, escalation . and 
unforeseen ertgineering difficulties. Our next step is to ensure, before 
the loah is signed that firm arrangements have been· ma'de for the 
provision of all the funds; in addition to the proceeds of the proposed·· 
loan, necessary to complete the project. In case there should prove 
to be an over-run in costs, we also require an undertaking from the· 
Government that any funds necessary to complete the project will be · 
provided promptly a·s required. ·' · · · 

··The availability of funds for project -operation-and the operating 
accounts · or ~ the ·Authority are also ·examined ·during appraisal. 
Estimates of costs of operation and maintenance seldom give much 
difficulty buf we find many problems relating to proposed water 
charges and other farmer .. payments towards the cost of the project. 
The Bank's general policy with regard to revenue-producing projects 
is · that the organizations responsible for such projects should 
earn revenues sufficient ·to meet all their operating costs (including 
depreciation), and earn an adequate return on the funds invested. 
We recognize, however, that because of government policies towards 
agriculture, many irrigation projects are not set up on a revenue 
producing basis, and our approach -is more flexible than 'in the cas~ ' 
of power or industrial projec~s. 

We consider, as a matter of · principle, that the farmers should 
contribute reasonably towards the cost of · providing the benefits they 
receive. If the project is good, the benefits should be such that an 
~dequate water charge is within the payment . capacity of the 
beneficiaries. However, we · recognize that in many cases such 
charges cannot be levied for economic or social and political 
reasons. One re~son is that peasants may be so unaccustomed 
to cash expenses' that a substanti~l water 9harge may frighten them . 
away from using project water; e.g., no increase in production, and 
no economic benefits. Concessional rates during the first years or 
operation can be some solution to this problem. The soCial and · 
political reasons may be related to the poverty of the peasants but 
more · frequently relate to government policies of $\lbsidization ·or'' 
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agriculture and to the resistance to change of the agricultural sector, 
\_\'here there may be long established traditions and rights to land and 
water. · 

Nevertheless, we always press for water charges to be set ·as 
high as practicable in t.he circumstances. 

For about one quarter of the -projects we have financed, water 
charges have been set at levels sufficient to make the project self
liquidating. In other cases, the level of charges has been sufficient to 
cover costs of operation and maintenance and depreciation while, in 
others, a charge sufficient to cover direct costs of operation and 
maintenance has been all that was practicable. In exceptional cases, 
there has been no direct water charge but there have been gther 
revenues to the government resulting from the project, which would 
much more than cover annual project costs. 

There was one interesting case, when the government undertook 
during negotiations that legislation for the operating authority 
would include provision for an appropriate water charge. There 
was, however, some existing irrigation in the ~rea and the Parliament 
simply refused to countenance any charge for water up to the existing 
rights. This was overcome by legislation which established th~t 
there would be no charge for water up to existing use but that 
there would be a charge for "other expenses" (defined elsewhere as 
Operation and Maintenaoce), and . a surcharge for additional water 
used which covered depreciation and a return on the investment. 

ASSESSMENT OF BENEFITS AND ECONOMIC 
JUSTIFICATION 

In underdeveloped countries the data which ca.n reasonably be 
expected to be available are seldcm adequate enough or reliable 
enough to warrant involved economic treatment. In most cases it 
would be unrealistic to apply more than rather crude tests. We have 
found measurements of various benefit/investment relationships to be 
more practicable than the standard annual cost/benefit ratio. We 
seldom attempt to quantify indirect benefits. If appropriate however, 
we estimate the influence of the project on the country's balance of 
trade~ employment situation, and so on. 

Costs. In regard to public investments, we already have an 
estimate of the expenditures to . be made during the construction period 
by the executing agency. This estimate may require adjustment for 
economic evaluation. For instance, the project cost estimates made 
from the viewpoint of financing may .tnclude the Cull cost of equip
ment which would have salvage value on completion of construction. 
Conversely, the project estimates may not include supplementary 
public investments neces.sary for full development such as improved 
farm to market roads to carry the increase in production. We 
usually include such costs for economic _evaluation but not the . costs 

• 
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of social overheads in education a·nd so on. Again, interest durin·g 
construction may have been calculated on the basis of a rate charged 
by a central government to the executing agency, and this rate may 
:Q.Ot reflect the true cost of capital. In cases where there is a clear 
difference between the official rate and the "free market" rate, the 
latter may have to be used. With respect to labor cost, a correction 
in the opposite direction .might be appropriate in certain cases (e.g., 
in countries where official wages may be higher than the economic cost 
of labor), but for practical reasons we do not apply any such 
correction to labor costs in estimates of public investments. · 

' Next, private investments. These include ·costs of any on-farm 
works by the farmers themselves. In most cases, investments in the 
form of farm family labor are omitted and c;mly cash expenditures 
are included in the evaluation (in view of the large degree of under
employment in underdeveloped ·areas, the economic cost of labor is 
often close to zero). The sum of these private and public costs is 

. taken as the investment in the project. Any investment in farm 
machinery, etc. is treated on an annual basis under costs of 
production. 

We usually obtain reasonably reliable estimates of costs of 
project operation and maintenance, but estimates of costs of farm 

·production are particularly difficult. Farm budget studies to obtain 
these data are essential if the type of agriculture is on a cash rather 
than subsistence basis. In some cases, these studies can be under
taken in similar areas already developed under irrigation. In other 
cases, data obtained during the land use and production survey can 
serve as the base for estimates of increases in farm costs when tM 

· land comes under irrigation. 

More usually, however,. wear~ concerned with a peasant type of 
agriculture developing from subsistence towards commercial produc
tion. If the existing agricultunil production , takes care of the 
subsistence needs of the farm families, we do not treat products 
consumed on the farm as a cost against the increase in production 
from the project. Here . again, we concentrate on increases in cash 
costs, including seed, fertilizers and other farm requisites. · Depreci
ation and interest on farm equipment, etc. is included if appropriate~ 
which is rarely the case with peasant agriculture. The cost of hired 
labor is usually included (although it may~ omitted for calculations 
of benefits to the economy as a whole wl:tere there are no alternative 
opportunities for employment). The cost of farm family labor is not 
included (except in those few cases where there are clearly alternative 
labor opportunities for the farm family). Any interes.t paid by the 
farmer on inyestment in on-farm development is also ex~luded 
because an estimate of his full capital oosts for developing his ]and 
has been included in the project cost estimates. · · 

Farm Benefits. The project is treated as a whole in estimation 
of agricultural benefits which we call "farm benefits" because they are 

I 
I 
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calculated at farm prices· for ·products. The future· annual gross 
value of agricultural production is calculated from the expected 
cropping pattern, estimated crop yields and estimates of future pric~s 
at the farm for these products. The estimated· annual gross ·value · of 
production ftom the project area without the project is then deducted 
to ·give the estimated gross farm benefit from the project. · 

· . The gross .farm ·benefit less estimated annual costs of production 
gives the estimated net farm benefit. (Costs . of ,production are the 
increase in farm costs of production above pre-project costs, plus. 
direct costs of operation and maintenance of the project works.) 

· A side-check sho~ld. next be made of the ability of farm~rs to 
meet .their cash ~bligations and retain sufficient reward to encourage 
the.ir participation: Oata are seldom sufficient for pro-forma farm 
budget~ representative of major-size groups and types of farming ·and 
usually only very simple· checks can be made. Actual water and 
other charges and any interest he must pay should, of course, b~ 
included as ,cash obligations since these are tests of the farmer's 
viability. · 

Benefit/Investment Relationships. The first measure we employ 
is·the gross farm benefit/investment ratio expressed as a percentage. 
This, of course, takes no account of ·costs of production. Given 
consistency of methocl, however, it does provide a crude yardstick 
useful for comparative purposes, particularly if conditions ~f 
agricultural production are similar. Since this· m·easure is only of 
value for comparative purposes you may find the estimated ratios for 
the last 11 projects we have appraise4 to be of interest. These have 
b~n: · · . ' 

Per cent 
. 103 -74 40 

96 so 40 
8S 44 40 .... 
80 42 

·' The net farm benefit for the project as a . whole is then set 
against the total investment to give the net farm benefit/investment ratio 
which· is agairi ·expressed as a percentage. The benefits accrue over 
the lifetime of the project but there is usually a development peri_od 
after completion of the project works before the full benefits are 
obtained. They, must, therefore, be discounted to a common point of 
time for comparison of benefits with investment. The range _in net 
farm benefit/investment ratios for the . projects cited above has b~en 
fr~~ 9o/o to 45%. 

In some cases, we find it necessary to adjust net benefits at farm 
level to represent ~ore closely benefits to the economy. For 
example, -if major products are for export and the (armer price is 
subject to majo·r government intervention, we may have to recalculate 
on the 'basis of export parity. . 

4-
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CONCLUSIONS 

Appraisal of an irrigation project must include the appraisal of 
the future performance of water, land and people. Insufficient 
attention is given to agricultural, economic and i.nstitutional aspects 
in most feasibility reports on irrigation projects. Agricultural and 
economic data available at the time of appraisal are seldom adequate 
although it is practicable during a properly-conducted feasibility 
study to obtain the data required. 

Even the most reliable data that can reasonably be expected do 
not warrant involved techniques of economic treatment. Quantitative 
assessment of direct economic benefits must, however, be made. 
We find that the most realistic approach is to measure various 
benefit/investment relationships. 

Bearing in mind Samuel Butler's observation "that the art of 
living is in forming adequate conclusions from inadequate evidence", 
both the feasibility study and the appraisal of irrigation projects in 
underdeveloped countries call for experienced judgment. This judg
ment must be based on a high degree of professional competence not 
only in engineering but also in agriculture ~nd agricultural economics. 
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Introduction 

[ Like the angels who are fellorful where they tread, I am aware of th-:-{ 

hazards in my subject today. I have undertaken to explore not only 

some of the highways and byways but also some of the- uncharted tracks and 

trails leading to the provision of capital for agriculture in developing . 

countries. To cope with the labyrin.th of issu.es, I have grouped my · 

remarks into several .main categories: first, the use of capital as one 

.of the seve~al elements in agricultural development; secondly, the 

nature of capital investments in agriculture and the requirements .for 

meeting targe~s ~~ expan~ion; thirdli, - the supply and sources of capital~ 

·and finally, the technica·l assistance available to · governments foi' improv:-

··· .. L-~ the climate for agricultural investment. j 
The Usc ·.) of Capital in Agricultural .Development 

i 

, The rate of a country's economic development is closely linked to the .' 

rate of expansion of its agricultural sector. A country's industrial 

working force can increase only as fast as new demands for food are met. 

09nversely, agriculture is unlikely to expand significantly while other 

secto'rs of the. ·economy . are lagging. Agricultural development must be 

-· approached as an · i .nt·egral part of balan.oed economic growth. As the de-

· · veloping .c9untries achieve economic growth, the demand · for food will i?crease, · 

·-· but · .a s·maller proportion of . the national labor force will be ·empl,oyed in 

agricul tu.re·. 

. ' . ' 
1; 

. I 

Consequently, . cach ·agricultural labor unit will h~ve ·tQ 
I .j 

'I 

' I I 

. '.I '· •• I 
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produce more ·food for mqre :p:eople. . .For mo.re food to be produced, 
I 

capital must be ·used to increase the cultivated land and it~ productive . capacity • 
. \ ., ...... 

Ca.pi tal must also be ·applied to _ improve the · effect~veness o·f th.e labor factor 

·of production. 

But the provision of capital is not all that is required to bring 
I 

about a substantial increase in food production. Oapitai is only one of 

the elements of development, and it can be applied only as effectively as the 
I 

other elements of the agrarian structure permit. There are often in-built 

· resistances to changes in the institutional setting of ~griculture itself. 

Before development objectives can be met, howeyer, 'it is often essential 

~hat improveme~ts be. made acfo;s · a~y or all of the broad fields covered by 

the term ·"agrarian reform". Land reform, ' improvement of tenure conditions, 

and o~her changes ~n land ~policies may or may not be a prerequisite. In 

i most cases, however, thoro is need to strengthen or introduce the other ~ - · .. ,i . 

aspects of agr,arian · reform such as agricultural ~dministJation, research _a.~d :

.oxtension services, the supply of farm req_uisites,_ and ma:r;ket opportunities. :· 

Under the category of market opportunities, there may be need to provide 

.. 

not only bott~r marketing ~acilitios but ac6ess thereto as well as changes .· 

in governmenta.l , pricing and marketing policies. Shortcomings in any of 

those aspects preclude the proper usc of farm credit, the capital element 

of tho agrarian structure at farm level. In fact, the provision of credit, 
f 

where other a~rarian elements arc seriously lacking, can do .moro harm than 

good. 

Many countries cannot effectively -absorb capital for agriculture although _ 

the agricultural output _may be losing the race with the population growth or 

at most keeping barely abreast wfth it. To take irrigation as the example, 

r 
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all too common are projects not giving reasonable yields or not leading to 

significant intensification of production or not leading to multiple 

cropping. The explanation is clear. Irrigation itself ·is age-old, and 

it doos not necessarily require change from traditional to modern farming 

praotioos. s~oh a ohango becomos ossont,i a l only £or now oG~.sh orops, in-

tonsification and/or multiple cropping. Multiple cropping, ~n particular, 

may require a series of changes including early maturing varieties, timely 

performance o£ field work through mechanization, application of fertilizers, 

usc of pesticides, officitint marketing, and adequate credit. In initiating 

an over-all transfer in farming practices, tho knowledge· of farmers becomes , 

tho limiting factor. This, i:ri turn, is largely conditioned by. availability 

of adequate professional staff organizo.d into efficient agricultural services~ 

In other words, thc . provision of capital must bo · coupled with agri-

cultural policies .and actions that extend far beyond finance. There must be 

agricultural administrations able to plan development ~ograms and .projects. 

Whore changes in policies arc required, thoro must be aaministrations able 

· to formulate ' theso new· policies and governments proparod to introduce .thom. 

Thoro must also bo administrations capable of . carrying ~ut the actions ro-

quirod; including tho necessary strnngthoning of supporting agricultural 

services and facilities. 

I ·would like to give. two examples of ·tho . many cases in which the pre-

conditions for investmcnt · havo boon mot and whore tho injcct~on of capit.~l 

has led .to, spectacular increases in production. 1r Tho first is a cas.o with 
:..._ ... 

which you, Lord Howick, . and others of this o.udionco aro famili:::.J · Tho 

program o·f land consolidation within tho former African areas of Kenya .... . 

, .. 
-'-·-----. ....-.-....;.._. 
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provides a classic cxamp~o of tho integrated approach necessary for tho 

successful ap.p1ication of agrarian reform. · 

Before the · early fifties, thcso lands wore farmed · under tho tribal 

. system. From time to time, : tho chiefs · allocated parcels of land to individu-

als. The tribal mombors had no security of tenure or incentive to husband 

the a oil or improve thoir tgmpcrary and of'\; en scattorod holdings, .. ~ fir at 

. stop taken by tho Government to rornody tho situation was to enlist tho co-

operation of the tribal authorities in the permanent allocation of holdings 

to individuals. This was done by ·means of consolidation and demarcation of 

holdings and registration of ti~lcs. The next stop was to provide technical 

services to prepare development plans for each holding and to guide tho 

farmers toward·s the usc of new techniques. Adequate water supplies wore 

provided along with other farm requisites. Feodor roads wore constructed 

. I 

or improved and market outiets were developed, largely through marketing 

cooperatives. The role of farmer crcdi t during tho· early stages .of tho program 

was on a relatively minor scale, · T~o major part of the work was to place tho 

farmer in a productive ·agricultural setting in which · he could, in tho 

succeeding years~ mako efficient. and intelligent usc of crodi t. 

Those principles wore applied . in Kenya under tho Swynnorton Plan com- . 

moncing arou~d 1955, or ,at about · tho same time that .simflar approaches wore 

co~ncncod in tho former Belgian Congo and in Southern Rhodesia. My own associ-. 

a.tion with the Swynnorton Plan commenced in . l959 when tho World Bank made a loan , 

- to help finance tho next three years of tho work. By tho end of 1962,. some 

2! milli,on ~eros of land had .boon . consolidated into rogisto.rod holdings and 

some quarter of a .million farm. families were in a position to farm much more ~ 

effectively. 



Up to 1963, tho agrarian reform measures had boon carried out by an 

oxporioncod British administration. Howovo~ I wns pleased to find during 

a visit to Konya earlier this yonr that tho Government is affording top . 

priority to co~tinuation ·Of land consolidation and supporting measures 

in tho African farming areas not yet covered. Many of tho tribes, who had 

provioualy :ro iatoci t ho. appro noh , . r.tr" now ol&mour:tng for lfl.nd. oon ol i'd.o.t1on. · 

';['his work is ·being successfully continued, mainly by Africans, along tho · 

lihos laid dowri so well by Mr. Swynncrton and his staff. 

Incidentally, I saw amostslirik~ng example of tho chango in farmer 

attitudes that can bo ongonde~od through improvements in ihe institutional 

setting of agriculture. My visit t~ Chopkario, whore land had boon consolida~ ., 

ted some years before, c?incidod with tho arrival of the motor-mounted I 
agencies of two commorcial ' banks. Thoro wore· long lines of farmers await-

ing .. their turn to lodge qeposi ts so that. they could command tho resources 

to buy more land. Those same farmers had boon eking out a subsistence ex-

istonco not many -yonrs ago. 

The second example covers a vastly difforont institutional setting, a. 
. ' . . 

project for pasture improvement and expansion of livestock production in 

Uruguay~ Natural conditions in Uruguay arc very favourable for pasture 

improvement by· tho introduction of legumes nnd the application of phosphatic 

fertilizers. Indeed, they arc ns favourablo . as those of New Zealand and 

Southern Australia where pa~turo improvement has moro than doubled livestock . . 

production over tho last thirty year~. 

stagnant during tho forties .· and fifties. 

Yet in Uruguay, production had boon 
. . 

Apart from tochnicnl knowledge 

and credit for tho introduotion .of improved techniques, tho other olomonts 

.. 
~ .. ~: 

·. ~' 
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of tho agrarian structure woro favourable for pastoral development. . A World 

Bank loan, which commenced . in 1960, provided tho nocessary credit. It also 

provided for tho establishment of a Livestock C.ommission with ndequato powers 

and sufficient technical stl-l.ff to prepO.re development plans for participating 

Mercantile Land . and Fin~nce Company seconded their top pasture expert to 

head tho Cornntission '.s technical staff. The level of pasture technology 

available· to tb.o este.nci.oros is now except~onally high. 

Tho ndoption of now farming prncticos always takes time, but to date some 

;400 properties in Uruguay hnvo improved pastures. · Production from tho land 

treevtod has alrendy increased threofoid 4 ~,~~ T~ maint~in tho momentum, a second. 
. . . f . 

World Bank loan of $13 million was ma·d~· this year. cT~adc interests in 

Britain can look forward to a major increase in Uruguay's pastoral output 

during the coming decadeJ 

The Nature of Capital Investment in 'Agriculture 

To move ·from tho discussion of tho various elements which must be con-

sidered along with capital in agricultural dovelopmont, let us now examine 

. the natur.o of capital investment in ngricul turo, both public anci private. 

There are two categories of public investment, investment in infrastructure 

and investment in land improvement. Infrastructure investment ·in roads, 

railways, ports . and electrification arc for tho benefit of all sectors of the 

economy but not least to tho agricultural .sector. For exn.mple, many of tho ... 

heavy investments in transportation are essential to the marketing and distri~ 

bution oi the farmers' products. Other investments finance the construction of 

access roads which make new ~and .availablo for production. In addition, 
~~ 

infra- · 

structure investment in tho capital needs of social ~ver~eads 7 ~esearch, odu-

cation and extension } is essential to provide · the climate ' of ~.rec·eptivi ty 

---·'- -
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to new methods. Public investmonts ·in l~nd improvement_ aro usually . 

concerned with irrigation and drGinage works, land reclamation, and land 

cl earanc.e. 

Private capital investmont ·is largely directed towards improving tho 

prod\.lct;i.on of oxistingly used lands . On-farm invostmonts include all types 

of farm improvements such as land levelling, pnsturo improvement, farm build-

ings and other structures, wator supplies, etcetera. The purchase of agri-

cultural machinery or tools and other farm requisites · is an important 

category. Working capital may also be required for the p~rchase · of annual 

in-puts of fertilizer, labor, and so on. The farmer normally must turn to 

credit institutions for financing at loetst part of . these private investments. 

The basic public investment .progrnm givos the farmers the physical area 

and infrastructure support they noed to expand their production. Tho funds 
< 

that are chanl?-elled through credit institutions ·to meet on-farm requirements 

are also usually from the ~ublic sector. However, th~ e public investments 

cannot be effective unless they arc supported by adequate recurrent ·public 

expenditures for strengthening ndministrations, technical services and other· 

clements of the agrarian .structure • 

.. Requirements of Capital 

The next consideration is how much capital the developing count~ics · 

need to carry through their agricultural investment progrnms and raise their 

food production to the required levels. No accurate estimates can be ~ade, 

but to illustrate the order of ma~1itude of agricultural capital requirements~ 

~J~ 
I will PoJ::y on the 1961 estimates presen_ted by Douwe Groenveld in his 

monograph "Investment for Food."]} 

·y . 
Investment for Food. 
Amsterdam, -1961 

\ 

·n. Grocnveld. North Holland Publishing Co. 
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Dr. Groenveld based his projections on nvailablo national nccounts, over~ 

all development plans nnd specific projects. Be estimated that in Afri~a, 

Latin Amorico. and As in., · oxclu.ding mninlnnd China, an average annual investment 

of $3.5 per hectare of agricultural lnnd ;vrns required to n.chievo a 2 percent 

food production increase during tho l950:s. He concluded that for tho three 

to 1960. Dr. Groenvcld cstimnted that it would be necessary for the production :. 

~ate in th~ period 1960 to 1980 to increase 10 percent faster than in the pre-

vious decade. . ·He has suggested an annunl. investment of $4 per hect~re of 

agricultural land, which would call for a total investment of about $8,6 

billion per annum. Well over half. tho total requirement would be for public 

investments. By n. sopnrato route ho arrived at an annual public investmon.t 

figure of some . $'6.9 billio_n !for tho opening up and equipping of new land and 

tho · improvement ·of oxis ting agricul turo.l land, 
/ 

A majqr consideration for the developing countries will be tho proportions 

in which this capital requirement is to be mot from domGs ic and foreign · 

sources. Natura~ly tho foreign exchn.ngo component of public, investments 

will vary with the nature of thG investment and the oxtent . to which the 

necessary good~ and services cnn be procured domestically. In countries 

where there may be no cement, steel or mnchinory industries, nnd whore there · 

are not enough indigenous trained engineers and technicians, tho foreign 

oxchangq_ component of an irrigation project may. be . well over 50 percent. Tho 

foreign exchango .componcnt of the cost of Sudan's Roseires dam is estimated 

as some 70 percent. · On tho other hand, under India's Third Five-Yenr ·Plan, 

loss. than 5 percent of tho· public investment in agriculture nnd community 

development will require for~:Lgn .currencies nnd tho foreign exchange c·omponont 

of tho inyostmont in major o.nd medium irrigation projects will be in tho region 

of 7 percent • . The average foreign oxchango component of public 'investment 



.. 
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for agriculture is probably of tho order of 25 percent~ Applying this 

figure to Dr • . Groen veld's os tima t es one would expoc t that soma $1.5 bill ion . 

in foreign exchange would need 'to be invested each yenr in agriculture in the 

· developing countries if food targets arc to be attained. 

Tho Supply of Capital 

It is ofton ovQrlookGd that 

the major share of tho investments in those countries has been financed by 

domestic . snvings. Throughout the greater part of tho developing world, 

domestic gross s~.vings have represented some 75 percent or more of groBs 

investments, and in most cases tho level of investments has _boon primarily 

determined by a countr~'s own performance in savings' mobilization. The in- · 

• creasing rates · of s~vings in many countries point to a prospective increase i ·n : 

the degree of self-reli~nce in . financing development. For example, during 

Pakistan's Second Fi vci-Yoar Plan, 57 percent of the totco.l develop~ent funds 

were mobilized by tho domestic economy. For the Third Plan, the Government 

expects to . mobilize nearly 63 percent internally. 

The total capital flow .into the developing countries, including aid 

from the Sino-Soviet bloc, ·was osti~ated by the Development Assistance 

Committee of the OECD at some $9 billion in 1963. Official bilateral aid ·, · 

provided 66 percent of this amount, about 40 percent coming from the United 

States. Private aid -provided somo 24 percent and multilateral aid about 
. . 

10 percent. But by no .means all of this inflow was available for investment. 

About one-fifth of tho bilateral aid ~vas in the form of agricultural commodi tips. 

'· At tho .samc time tho developing countries reimbursed to tho industrial countries 

debt service and dividends on .public and private capital amounting to between 

$4.5 and $5 billion. As .a result tho not fin~ncial transfers in 1963 were, 

probnbly loss. tl1'an $5 · billion •. This rep~esents only about 12 percent of the · 

import expenditure~ for goods and ._ sorvicos by tho developing countries. 

•, 
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Insufficient as this net inflow may be for the neods of the developing 

economies, it is difficult for the flow to bo increased 'without adding to . 
the external debt .problems of those countries. For instance, in 1963 alone, 

Pakistan's external debt inc~pasod by 43 percent and India's by 38 percent. ~ 

Renegotiation of debt service between creditor and debtor countries is easing 

t h ~a1 noo ot. PAYM nt ~robl om 1~ B~m oount~1 , b~t th noo to~ o~ 
~ . . 

sources of aid on concoss~onary t erms is clearly evident. 

It is yirtually impossible to c alculate the size of the gap between the 

absorptive capacity .and the .capital availabilities for development. For 

economic d~velopment as a whole, a sizeable gap does exist. However~ insofar 

- as agricultural developm611t is concerned·, this gap is a latent ono. This 

'i, 

·.latont' need can bocomo offecti ve demand for capital only· as farmers · gain toPe~ 

capacity to use and bonef~t from investments. 

Thoro is no breakdown of tho .alloca tion to agriculture · of tho total 
/ 

capital inflow to the developing countries. However, according to OECD 
' ~ 

figures, bilateral and multilateral capital financing of projects for develop- · 

ing agriculture amounted in 1962 to no more than $430 million. The renson why · 

only 5 percent of all assistance wa s earmarked for agricultural projects was 

not that· more fu ·nds were not nvnilable, but that more _projects suitable for 

financing were just not to be found. 

·As a means of illustrating how a proportion of the investment require-

ments for agricultura l development are being mot from multilateral sources, I · 

should like to doscr~bd briefly what the World Bank and its affiliate, tho 

International Development Associa tion, ~re doing in this field. Perhaps I 

should preface. this with a few !emarks to reminJ you of the nnturo and function 

of the World Bank and IDA as it· is popul arly knovm. 
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Tho two institutions ·shnre tho common purpose of providing and promoting 

n. flow of capital into productive projects and progrr..ms. The Bank itself, 

of which 102 countries arc now members, makes long-term loans at conventional 

inter~st rntes for many kinds of projects. Tho bulk of Bank lending has 

boon for inf~astructure, but increasing at t ention is being given to agriculture. 

Of tho totnl · of $8.; bill1on· 1n lo~ns grentod up .to Maroh 31st l965, ~bout 

one third had . been for transportation, with major benefit to agriculture. 

A further 10% of tho ·amount had been loaned directly for agriculture. These 
~~».- . 

. agricultural loans represented, however, more than 20% of the number of all 

loans made. Because of .the nature of c"gricul ture, the average size of 

agricultural loans has boon less ~han half of those for infr~structure. 

For many years, the Bank has obtain~d its resources for lending by 

borrowing on world capital ~arkets. The rate of -interest charged by the 

~ . 
Bank, about 52 percent, ·is related to tho cost of its borrowings. Tho Bank 

1 , agri~l~r~ 
can command sufficient resources to c·over tho full effective demand for/loans. 

·rnA lends for the same kind of projects as the Bank but deals with a 

rather ·diff.orent group of customers; its particular missioh is to lend to 
\ . . 
countries not fully able ·to bear tho burden of loans 'made on conventional 

terms, and apart from small service charges, its credits aro made free of · 

interest and repayable over 50 yonrs. 

IDA's resources for lending arc provided by way of grant from donor 

member countries and by contribution from tho Bank's current ·earni.ngs. Total 

resources available or committed to date ai:nount . to nearly $1.5 billion. 

More tho..n •$1 ·billion has already been committed in crcdi ts approved by IDA 

and loss than $400 million .is presently availaple · for further lending. 

Most Bank and IDA ·lending. has ·been to fin~nce tho foreign exchange cost 

of projects. Howevo:t , . dur~ng recent yenrs · n groo. tor emphasis. has boon 

placed on tho · inclusion of ·finance for lo·cal currency oxpondi tu.re. During 

,.. 

. \ ' 

- --·--·--- ------- . -- ____ .,.~._* --· -----
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tho 1964-65 fiscal yoP.r, 26 pe·· cont of all Bank and IDA lending was for 

local currency expenditure. 

Bank and IDA laons arc confined to projects which arc tcchnicnlly sound 

and ~conomically justifi~d. Those t wo banking institutions believe that it 

is unwise to allocnto capital to ventures which arc not sound in tho technical -

sansa, or arc unnblo to bo oxocutod offoctivoly. They furthor baliavo that 
; 

it is not in tho best interests of their member .countrios to borrow funds for 

projects tha~· - will · not yipld sufficient bonefi ts to give an adequate . return 
I . 

on tho investment or to strengthen tho economy. However, despite this approach, 

about $850 million of Bank and IDA . londing has been allocated for agricultural . 

·proj octs •. Of · th.at total, $140 million hns boon loaned during the :p~st twelve · 

months and the rato . of landing for agriculture is definitely inc~9asing~ 

. ' ' 

through _ support ·for R-gri.cul turnl crodi t institutions, · li vostock improvement, 

' · land settlement, grain s~orage, for estry and fishery development, and promo-
. for . 

tio·n of smallholder tree-crops to support/irrigation, drainage and flood 

control. 

Agri.culiurnl.lo"-nn often provid o for fin ancing of the ·recurrent costs . of technical 

personnel for work ··of a development promoting nature. . This financing of ,· . 

personnel is restricted to nn initial period of Trojoct opera tion. On the 
~ . . dx~ 

grounds that the;results of tho exports' work should have v~~n 

t~b,+ed ~tho economy, it ·i s usually a condition that their services aro 

subsequently retained a s a ·chargo on the national budget. 

Technical Assi~tance in Improving the Clima te for Investment-

Before any financing institut.ion can appraise an agricultural project 

to docido ~hethor _ n lonn shoUld. be made, it is nec6ssary for tho project ·. 

to have boon thoroughl~ studied and a feasibility report prepared. Technical, 

financio..l, org.2-niza tion an c.~ manageri al ~nd economic aspects of the proj oct 

~ . .. . .. . . 

• r 
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must be oxamine4 during appraisal nnd should therefore be covered during 

tho preparation stage. 

~/x\/ ' 
~~ The shortage of projects for investment does not arise from any 

lack of PhYsical .opportunities. These are almost boundless. The 

shortage exists because all too fovr of the developing couhtrios have . . . ~~.,.~~r 
a.gric~l tu~~l administrations ~At~· p~~ and prepare projects for considera-

tion, or ~to execute tho projects effectively if finance is forthcoming. 

A number of mo~suros arc being taken within the United Nations family, and 
_A_A:"" ~ /J;j_ ~ ..... - 1-. 

under bilateral aid in various forms, to -~+be prohl em # ~~~. 
About a year ago, the World Bank nnd IDA reached agreement with FAO on 

a Oooperativo Program designed to increase in.vostmonts in agriculture. A 

special team · has been o·stablished wi th~n FAO for this v;ork, but tho Program 

. also calls on ·tho · va~t accumulated ·knowledge of ·agriaul ture in the develop- · 

ing coun trios within other s ·ections of FAO. The Program has responsibility 
/ 

-for the identification of .promising agricultural proje~t opportunities, and 
~ I 

for assistance to governments in tho p,roparntion ·of those projec.ts. Tho . 
I 

Bank, for its part,. is responsible for tho appraisal of .projects and for 

supervision of . th0 loan·s v;hon mado k~ · 

I ·.am pleased to tell you tha~~~· CoOperative Program is off. to a 

good start. During little more than a year, the Program staff have 

participated in over 60 missions to 35 separate countries. About hnlf 

of these missions were to assist governm~nts · in the identification or 

preparation. of project~. · Tho remainder 6ovorod participation in Bank . 
. . 

missions for economic roviow .·or apprRisal \York. The third loan arising 

' from tho Program's Work ·is at present being negotiated, and the financing 

of many other projects is ~t an earlier stage of processing. · 

,.. . 
I. 
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Tho Bank has a similnr cooperative program with UNESCO to increase 
·. ~ 

its lending for ·oducation. In tho long-term, this joint venture will~do 

much to assist ngricultura;t. development. FAO, for its part, is also 

concluding an agreement with tho Inter-American Development Bank for · project 

preparation work. . Similar agreements with :Bevoloprilent Banks so.rving other 

regions aro also probabl c within tho noar fu'turG. The diroot linkaga of 

FAO's .experience and technical services in developing countries to sources 

of finance must do much to lower tho existing barriers to investment. 

A major source of .United Nations assistance in the preparation of 

projects for financing comes from the UN Special Fund. The Special Fund 

commenced operations · in 1959 with the major function ·of helping the 'develop-

ing .countries acquire knowledge, skills and insti tutio·ns essential to a fuller 

use of their resources. , It undertr.kes these tasks through basic resource 

and pro-investment studios and through projects for training local personnel . 

and for strengthening of institutions, particulatly research institutions. 

Up to January 19 65, . the Fund had npprovod 485 oporn. tions repros enting a ·. : 

total cost to the Fund of n·early $450 million. About 195 of these ·Fund 
\ 

' . proj cots are c.oncorned vvi th agriculture, and are adminis tared by FAO. . ·of 

these projects, ·about 6o ·are pre-investment studios in tho sense of prepara-

tion of projects ~or financing. Tho remainder cover longer term resource 

studies. and research and training projects. 

At the present time a great doal is being done by tho United Nations to 

assist Governments in the prep~ration of agricultural projects, and this is 

far from the whole picture. · Much is also being done under the bilateral nid 

programs of ~any countrie~ and by private institutions. There still remains, 

however, tho question · of assistance .. to governments in tho strengthening of · 

.. ~ 

..J 
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agriculture administrations to implement .projects when they have been 

finance_d. This must include tho lovvroring o£: all tho institutional· barriers 
. . 

within tho agrarian struc~ure - tha t frustrate the proper use of capital for 

development. Far more than direct ndministr~tion is involved. It is also 
. )) . 

essentia,l, . to q_uote Professor Cairn cr-oss , to develop "new forms ·· of social 

organization, now habits and atti tudos, personal oxperi.ence, 'knowledge · and 

skills, that are a · pro~on~ition of continuing dovelopme~t.'' 

Three lines . of action are likely to be involved in strongthening the 

institutibnal aspticts of · agriculture: the training of pers6nnel, t~e 

improved organization of administr~tions and services, and the provision of 

recurrent funds to employ additional personnel. Some 40 of the UN Special· 

Fund's agricultural projects administered by FAO arc to establish or ~trength~n 

training instituti9ns Within tho dovoloping COUntries. In addition, almost ~ 

all of tho other Fund PfOjocts ·have important .elements of training: .on-the-job 

training of local counterparts by the foreign tochnici~s nnd fellowships for ·. 

more advanced training. · Tho various other agencies ot the ·UN also devote 

high priority to training under tho Expanded Program of Tochnical Assistance 

and their regular budgets. The World Bnnk and IDA aro making a rapidly 

increasing contribution to tho capital requirements of education under their 

lending in this field. The Colombo Plan, the Organization of Amorican States· 

tho OECD and similar organizations also give high emphasis to training. 

iJ : ·: ~ 
. .A.K. Cairncross. "Tho Contribution of Foreign and Indigenous Capital to 

Economic_ Development." Proceedings of tho International Conference 
of .Agri.cul tural Economists, Mexico, 1961 

... 
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Even more help is being nade _ availab~e under bilateral aid programs and 

from -private institutions •. l!l my .view the . facilities exist, or_ could · 

shortly be provided, to enable the developing countries to meet reasonable 

·targets for tho training of tho skilled manpower of all kinds necessary 

fg~. ~b~ ~~lQmgnt~t~on of a~io¥lt~~~l ~gv~lopmQnt ~~Q~amg, 

For this skilled manpower to bo used effectively for agricultural 

d_evolopmen~ -' it must _be ·.employed within administra_tions, services or in

stitutions which ,havo .the necessary legal powers and appropriate organiza.-

tional strUcture · for their tasks. · Some of the newly _independent countries 

have inherited an administrative framework that has ·been well built for the . 

task ahead. . Iri. many other ca~es, however, it is essential for the admin-: 

istrative set-up to be reorganized. Ample help under the various aid 

programs is. available to Governments for this purpose. I have already 
/ 

referred to tho· role of tho Special Fund in - ~trengthening organizations. 

' ' 
A full Division of FAO is working on tho improvement o Rural Institutions 

and_ Services, and other UN Agencies arc con.cerned w~ th :improvements ·across the · 

whole field of public administration. A great deal ' of the technical assis- · 

. tance forthcoming under bilateral and private aid is also .directed towards 
) 

strongthoning .ruro.l institutions. 

_I must, at this stage, again emphasize tho enormity of the task of 

agricultural development and the time that it will take for objectives to 

be met. However, the extent of tochnical . assistanco available to 

Governments has increased .groatly during recent years. I believe that the 

position now holds that most ?f the developing countries can command ·the 

facilities necessary for tho t:r:aining of skilled manpower and for the 

irnp~ovomont of their administrati vo structur.e for a_grioul ture. · Why, then, 

are not agricultural administrations, services and institutions· being 
. ! 

strengthened more rapidly? One · reason may be the r .esis_tanco of interests 

28481 
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within tho agric~ltural sector which aro vested -in the status · guo. However, 

at least in soma casos, · tho answer ·lies largely in the inability or 

reluctance ·of tho Go.ver!lmonts to provide suff:l.ciont recurrent budgetary 

funds for the employment of all the necessary skilled manpower that they 

hav~ availablo ' o~ could obtain. 

Most of tho sources of 1 multilateral, bilateral .a.nd private aid provide 

foreign technical experts to work within local administrations. However, 

-apart from limited grant funds and some counterpart funds, there are 
. I 

relatively few sources of overseas finance to supplement ~ational b~dgets 

in tho provision of ~ocurrent funds for the employment of local technical 

personnel~ Sound national administrations and institutions must be built 

before tho existing gap b,etw.een capital available for · investment in agri_-

culture and tho abso:rpti vo capacity of the develo.ping countries can be 
/ 

reduced. This goal 'would bo r .oachod much more rapidl if' wider means 

could be found to suppl·omont ca:ei tal aid funds w;i. th recurrent aid funds 

for dovo+opm~nt promoting purposes. · 

~ . , \ 

\ ., , ', 

July 2 1 1965 

For presentation to Conference of 
~oyal . Commonwealth Society, 

· London, 5th July; 1965. 
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PERSPEC''l:IVES . ON l.ENDING .f.Q!t. AGRICULTURE 

By Peter A. Reid 

The wide-ranging topic of lending for agriculture will be discussed 

from the perspective of my experience of working with the World Bank. With 

this setting, the topic is narrowed down to agricultural lending in the de

veloping countries. Before examining the role of capital in agricultural 

development, a brief description will be given of some of the activities 

of the World Bank and its affiliates in the more general field of economic 

development. 

The World Bank Group consists of the International Bank for Reconstruc

tion and Development, known as the World Bank, the International Finance 

Corporation (IFC) and the International Development Association (IDA). 

These institutions share the common purpose of providing and promoting a 

flow of capital into productive projects, especially the less developed 

countries of the world. Their aim is to raise living standards which, for 

over half the population of their member countries, are still intolerably 

low. 

The Bank itself, of which 103 countries are now members, makes long

term loans at conventional interest rates, and while it lends for many kinds 

of projects, most of them have the common .characteristic of being large in 

scale; the average Bank loan amounts to about $20 million. The Bank obtains 

the bulk of the resources it requires for lending by borrowing on world 

capital markets. The standard rate of interest charged by the Bank, now 
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6 per cent, is related to the cost of its borrowings. 

Whereas the Bank may lend to either public or private borrowers, the 

International Finance Corporation, the oldest of its two affiliates, works 

exclusively in the private sector, concentrating its loans and investments 

in the development of industry. IDA, as the International Development As

sociation is popularly known, lends to governments for much the same kind 

of projects as the Bank, but deals with a rather different group of customers. 

Its particular mission is to lend to countries not fully able to bear the 

burden of loans on conventional terms. Apart from small service charges, 

IDA's credits are made at very long term and free of interest. The resources 

for IDA's operations, to date about $1.6 billion, are provided by way of 

grant from donor member countries and by contribution from the B~nk's cur

rent earnings. Resources so far available will be committed in the course 

of this year. The donor governments will soon have decide the scale on 

which they want IDA to continue to meet the demand in .the developing world 

for the type of financing it offers. 

The World Bank Group by the end of 1965 had approved loans and invest

ments in member countries to a total of $10.9 billion. During 1965 alone, 

the total funds granted amounted to $1.4 billion. This represented about 

15 per cent of the total net capital flow during that year into the develop

ing countries. 

The total capital flow into the developing countries is currently es

timated at about $9.5 billion per year. About three-quarters of this amount 

is from official aid sources and about one-quarter is private capital. But 

not all of this capital is available for investment. After allowing for 
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the outflow from the developing countries of over $4.5 billion for debt 

service and dividends, about $5 billion of overseas capital is available 

for invesbment. A recent World Bank study indicates that the developing 

countries could effectively invest a further $3 billion to $4 billion per 

year in the next five-year period. However, because of mounting debt ser

vice obligations in many countries, it would be necessary for most of the 

additional funds to be made available on concessional terms. 

And what has been the result of this investment in economic develop

ment? For the developing countries as a whole, the rate of economic growth 

during 1963 and 1964 was between 4 per cent and 5 per cent. This re

presented a marked acceleration of the tempo of development but it was 

largely due to the expansion of industrial production, which increased by 

7 per cent. The performance of the agricultural sector was disappointing. 

The rate of growth of agricultural output was between and 3 per cent in 

1963 and 1964. For the last decade it averaged only 2.5 per cent. During 

this decade agricultural production increased 29 per cent while population 

increased by 22 per cent. Thus, agricultural expansion is barely keeping 

pace with increasing populations. Despite a vast potential for increased 

food production, we are still confronted with the spectre of serious mal

nutrition and hunger in many parts of the world. 

Agriculture is, in many respects, the most difficult field of develop

ment, because invesbment is hampered in the developing countries by a var

iety of structural weaknesses, both social and economic • . In discussing 

the role of capital investment in promoting agricultural growth, I would 

first like to comment on the nature of capital investments, both public and 
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private. The second consideration is the influence of the institutional 

setting of agriculture on the opportunities for investment. Third, there 

is need to examine the requirements, supply and effective demand for capi

tal. And finally, attention must be given to the measures which are being 

taken toward increasing the supply of sound investment opportunities in the 

developing countries. 

Public and Private Investment in Agriculture 

The functions of public and private investment in agriculture are, 

in general, complementary. Public investments are mainly concerned with 

financing of infrastructure and land improvement. Infrastructure invest

ments in roads, railways, ports and electrification usually benefit the 

entire economy, and not the least the agricultural sector. The World Bank 

and IDA loans for transportation, which now exceed $3.6 billion, have im

proved the accessibility of enormous farming regions and have opened up 

new lands for settlement. 

Infrastructure investment in the capital needs of social overheads 

research, education and extension -- provide the cl~ate of receptivity 

to new methods. Public investments in land ~provement are usually con

cerned with irrigation and drainage works, land reclamation and land clear

ance. The Bank and IDA have invested some $600 million in land ~provement. 

Private capital investment is largely directed toward tmproving the 

production of lands under use. On-farm investments include land leveling, 

pasture improvement, farm buildings, water supplies, etc. Provision of 

agricultural machinery and equipment falls usually in the category of 
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private investment. The farmer requires working capital for the purchase 

of annual inputs of fertilizer, labor, etc. Normally he must turn to 

credit institutions for financing at least part of these private invest-

ments. 

The public investment program provides the lands and the infrastruc-

ture support the farmers need to expand their production. The funds that 

are channeled through credit institutions to meet private on-farm require-

ments are also usually from the public sector. To be effective, the public 

investments must be accompanied by adequate recurrent public expenditures 

for administrations and services. 

The Use of Capital in Agricultural Development 

But capital is not all that is required to bring about a substantial 

increase in agricultural production. Capital is only one of the essential 

4 
elements, and it can be applied only as effectively as other elements of 

, 
the agrarian structure permit. Inflexibilities in the institutional set-

ting of agriculture have been a major deterrent. Traditional · customs and 

practices, with their age-old resistance to innovation, have held back 

advances. Before new development objectives can be met, it is necessary 

to effect improvements across part or all of the fields covered by the 

broad term "agrarian reform." In some countries, the first need is to 

introduce land reform, ~provement of tenure conditions, or other changes 

in land policies. Almost invariably there is need to introduce reforms 

in such aspects as agricultural administration, research and extension 

services, the supply of farm requisites, and market opportunities. There 

is likely to be need to provide better marketing facilities as well as 
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access to them. In addition, it may be necessary to effect changes in 

governmental pricing and marketing· policies and, conceivably, foreign 

trade policies. Shortcomings in any of these aspects preclude the proper 

use of farm credit, the capital element of the agrarian structure at farm 

level. In fact, the provision of credit, where other agrarian elements 

are seriously lacking, is often more harmful than beneficial. 

Many countries cannot effectively absorb capital for agriculture 

even though their agricultural output may be losing the race with the 

population growth. The provision of capital must be coupled with agri

cultural policies and actions that extend far beyond finance. There must 

be agricultural administrations able to plan development programs and 

projects. Where changes in policies are required, the administrations 

must be able to formulate the new policies, and the governments must be 

prepared to introduce them. Lastly, the administraaions must be capable 

of carrying out the proposed programs or projects, including the strength

ening of supporting agricultural services and facilities. 

We have found in the Bank that, when the requirements for invesbment 

have been met, the injection of capital can lead to spectacular tmprove

ments. A program of land consolidation in Kenya provides a classic ex

ample of the successful application of agrarian reform through an inte

grated approach. Traditionally, the lands had been farmed under the 

tribal system; the use of the lands was allocated to the members of the 

tribe at the discretion of the chief. Members had no security of tenure 

or incentive to husband the soil and to improve their holdings. 
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In carrying out the reform, the government first enlisted the co-

operation of the tribal authorities in the consolidation and demarcation 

of holdings and registration of titles. The next step was the provision 

of extension services to propose a farming plan for each holding and to 

guide the farmers in the use of new techniques. Water supplies were pro-

vided along with other farm requisites. Feeder roads were constructed 

or improved, and market outlets were developed, largely through marketing 

cooperatives. The role of farm credit during the early stages of the pro-

gram was on a relatively minor scale. Emphasis was given to placing the 

farmer in a productive agricultural setting in which he could, in succeed-

ing years, make efficient and intelligent use of credit. 

These principles were applied in Kenya under the Swynnerton Plan, 

which commenced around 1955. In 1959, a World Bank loan was made to help 
~ 

finance the last three years of the work. By the end of 1962, some two 

and a half million acres of land had been consolidated into registered 

holdings and about a quarter of a million farm families were farming much 

more effectively. Since independence, this work is being successfully 

continued, mainly by African administrators. A second World Bank loan, 

which would give more emphasis to farm credit, is under consideration. 

A second example of the successful injection of capital covers a 

vastly different institutional setting, a project for pasture improvement 

and expansion of livestock production in Uruguay. Natural conditions in 

Uruguay are ideal for the type of pasture improvement which has more than 

doubled livestock production ib Australia and New Zealand. Yet in Uruguay, 

production had been stagnant. The results of research, which had estab-

lished what might be done, were not being adopted by ranchers. Apart from 
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extension services to carry this technical knowledge to the ranchers and 

credit for its application, the other elements of the agrarian structure 

were favorable for pastoral development. 

A World Bank loan, which commenced in 1960, provided the necessary 

credit. The loan also called for the establishment of a Livestock Com-

mission with sufficient powers and technical staff to prepare develop-

ment plans for participating ranchers _and to supervise the execution of 

the plans. Progress since 1960 has been rapid. After five years, more 

than 1,400 properties have improved pastures, and production from this 

land has already increased threefold. A second World Bank loan of $13 

million was made in 1965. A major increase in Uruguay's pastoral output 

is anticipated during the next decade. 

Requirements, Supply and Effective Demand for Capital -Although no accurate estimates have been made, .it appears probable 

that the developing countries would require an annual investment in ag-

riculture of about $9 billion to meet reasonable growth targets. Some-

what more than 20 per cent of this requirement would represent foreign 

exchange expenditures for goods and services which cannot be procured 

domestically. 

How are capital requirements met? The bulk of the investment has 

come from domestic gross savings,which have represented 75 per cent or 

more of gross invesbnents in most of the developing countries. There is 

no breakdown of the allocation to agriculture of the total capital inflow 

to the developing countries. The agricultural share is certainly much 

less than the $2 billion in foreign exchange likely to be needed annually 
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for satisfactory growth. The current rate of inflow is probably only 

about $500 million. 

For the developing countries as a whole, the limitation on invest

ments in agriculture can not be attributed to a shortage of foreign funds. 

The main sources of aid finance are keen to invest more in agriculture. 

They have been unable to do so because of the lack of projects which are 

ready and suitable for financing. And these circumstances persist in 

countries where the physical opportunities for agricultural expansion 

are a1most boundless. 

The World Bank and IDA lend only for ventures they consider sound 

in the technical sense and capable of being executed effectively. They 

must also be satisfied that the investments will yield an adequate re

turn and strengthen the economy. Up to the present, the Bank and IDA 

have invested about $950 million directly in agri~ltural projects, in 

addition to much larger investments in infrastructure of benefit to 

agriculture. Lending for agriculture is accelerating and is now at a 

rate of about $150 million a year, or about 30 per cent of all foreign 

investment in agriculture in the developing countries. One reason for 

this acceleration is that lending policies for agriculture have been 

liberalized and are now better adapted to the special requirements of 

agriculture. Another reason is that the results are now being felt of 

measures being undertaken in the developing countries to widen oppor

tunities for agricultural invesbment. 
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Measures toward Improvin~ the Climate for ~gricultural Investment 

The first step toward financing a project is to study the proposal 

thoroughly and to prepare a "feasibility" report which can form the 

basis of appraisal. Various measures are being taken within the United 

Nations family and under bilateral aid to assist governments in the pre

paration of agricultural projects. Of major significance is the partner

ship which the World Bank and IDA has formed with the United Nations 

Food and Agricultural Organization (FAO) to increase Bank/IDA agricul

tural investment. 

A special team has been established within FAO headquarters for 

this work with the Bank. The te~now 25 strong, also calls on other 

FAO experts. It has, as its prime responsibility and emphasis., the 

identification and preparation of projects. The Bank continues its 

responsibility for the appraisal of projects and ~r the supervision 

of loans. Since the partnership commenced in June 1964, the FAO staff 

have participated in 105 missions to 49 separate countries. More than 

half of the missions were to assist governments in the identification 

or preparation of projects; the remainder covered participation in Bank 

missions for economic review, appraisal, or loan supervision work. 

Loans arising from these missions already total $130 million. 

There are other cooperative endeavors which will have impact on 

agricultural development. FAO has concluded an agreement with the 

Inter-American Development Bank for project preparation work. Similar 

agreements with other r:gional development banks appear probable. This 

linkage of FAO's experience and technical services to sources of finance 
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will serve to lower the existing barriers to invesbnent in agriculture. 

The Bank also has a Cooperative Program with the United Nations Educa

tional, Scientific and Cultural Organization (Unesco) to increase Bank/ 

IDA lending for education which, in the long run, will greatly benefit 

agriculture. 

A major source of United Nations assistance in the preparation 

of projects for financing comes from what is now called the United 

Nations Development Programme. The Special Fund, now merged into the 

UN Development Programme, began operations in 1959 with the main pur

pose of helping the developing countries acquire knowledge, skills, 

and institutions essential to a fuller use of their resources. Up to 

February 1966, the Special Fund had approved 604 operations representing 

a cost to the Fund of over $580 million. FAO administers 241 of these 

projects which are concerned with .agriculture. Abo~ 80 projects are 

pre-invesbnent studies in the sense of preparation of agriculture proj

ects for financing. 

The tempo of the work in project preparation by the United Nations 

is rapidly increasing. This effort is au~ented on a major scale under 

bilateral aid programs of many countries and by private institutions. 

Much of the actual work is being undertaken by agricultural consultant 

firms which are proliferating to meet new demands for services. 

After project preparation, the next need for widening investment 

opportunities is to assist governments in strengthening their agri

cultural administrations. Three lines of action are likely to be in

volved: the training of personnel, improvements in organization of 
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administrations and services, and provision of recurrent funds to em

ploy additional personnel. In these actions as well, considerable 

help is forthcoming from within the United Nations. Unesco devotes 

major attention to the grave needs for ~proved and wider general edu

cation. Approximately 50 Special Fund projects are designed to estab

lish or strengthen agricultural training institutions. Almost all of 

the other Fund projects have ~portant elements of training, including 

on-the-job training of local counterparts by foreign ·technicians and 

the award of fellowships for more advanced training. Various other 

agencies, including FAO, also devote high priority to training. Other 

international bodies such as the Colombo Plan, the Organization of 

American States, and the OECD give high emphasis to training of skilled 

manpower. 

The effective use of skilled manpower within alministrations, 

services and institutions demands that these bodies have appropriate 

legal powers and organizational structures. Some of the newly inde

pendent countries have inherited an administrative framework that has 

been well built for the task ahead. In many other cases, however, the · 

administrative set-up must be reorganized. Ample help is available to 

govermnents for this purpose. The Special Fund is active in .this area. 

A full Division of FAO is working on the improvement of rural institu

tions and services. Other UN Agencies are concerned with improvements 

across the whole field of public administration. Much of the technical 

assistance forthcoming under bilateral and private aid is also directed 

toward training of personnel and the strengthening of rural institutions. 
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Despite the breadth of technical assistance now available, agri

cultural administrations, services and institutions are not being strength

ened with sufficient rapidity. Most of the developing countries are now 

in a position to command the facilities necessary to meet reasonable re

quirements for the training of skilled manpower and for the improvement 

of their administrative structures. ~~y, then, are they not taking fuller 

advantage of these opportunities? One reason could be the resistance of 

interests within the agricultural sector which are vested in the status 

guo. In other cases, the answer lies largely in the inability or reluct

ance of the governments to provide sufficient recurrent budgetary funds 

for the employment of all the necessary skilled manpower that they have 

available or could obtain. 

Most of the sources of aid finance or provide foreign technical ex

perts to work within local administrations. On the o~er hand, there are 

relatively few sources of foreign finance to supplement national budgets 

in the provision of recurrent funds for the employment of local technical 

personnel. The developing countries must build sound national administra

tions and institutions before they can reduce the existing gap between 

capital available for invesbnent in agriculture and their absorptive ca

pacity. This goal would be reached much more rapidly if wider means could 

be found to supplement capital aid funds with recurrent aid funds for 

development-promoting purposes. 

April 1966 
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